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, and the safety of others, is very important. And 
our Honda safely is an important responsibility.

 make informed decisions about safety, we have 
erating procedures and other information on labels and 

ual. This information alerts you to potential hazards that 
ou or others.

t is not possible to warn you about all hazards associated 
ing or maintaining this vehicle. You must use your own 
ent.

d important safety information in a variety of forms, 

els — on the vehicle.

ssages — boxed messages preceded by a safety alert 
and one of three signal words: DANGER, WARNING, or 

l words mean:

NGER You WILL be KILLED or 
SERIOUSLY HURT if you don’t 
follow instructions.

RNING You CAN be KILLED or SERIOUSLY 
HURT if you don’t follow 
instructions.
ds About Safety

UTION You CAN be HURT if you don’t 
follow instructions.
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to the above, your owner's manual is full of information 
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 presents some of the most important information and 
ations to help you drive your Honda safely. Please take a 
ts to read these pages. This section also shows you the 

safety labels on your vehicle.

afety Information........................................................ 2
 & Modifications.......................................................... 4
ls ................................................................................ 6
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eat belt and positioning it properly is your best 
gainst injury in a crash or rollover.

end that occupants always wear a helmet with a chin 
lso recommend that you wear eye protection, boots, 
 other protection gear (page 55).
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against or out of the vehicle and be seriously hurt or 

y more than 450 lb (203 kg) on the cargo carrier, and 
ll cargo is properly loaded, and as far forward, centered, 
as possible. Secure items to prevent shifting.

nt to keep your vehicle properly maintained and in safe 
ondition. Having a breakdown can be difficult, especially 
randed far from your base. To help avoid problems, 
r Honda before each use and perform all recommended 
e.
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 required for use on either paved or unpaved public 
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our vehicle or using non-Honda accessories can make it 
ore you consider making any modifications or adding an 
e sure to read the following information.

 recommend that you use only Honda Genuine 
 that have been specifically designed or approved and 
our vehicle. Because Honda cannot test all other 
 you must be personally responsible for the proper 
stallation, and use of non-Honda accessories.

 also be aware that accessories add weight, reducing the 
cargo you can carry, and can raise the vehicle's center of 
easing the risk of a rollover.

 your dealer for assistance, and always follow these 

re the accessory does not obscure any lights, reduce 
clearance, limit suspension travel or steering travel, or 
 with operating any controls.
dd any electrical equipment that will exceed the vehicle’s 
l system capacity (page 221). A blown fuse can cause a 
ghts or engine power (page 204).

es

NING 3WARNING
proper accessories or modifications can 
use a crash in which you can be seriously 
 & Passenger Safety

rt or killed.

llow all instructions in this owner’s manual 
garding accessories and modifications.
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 advise you not to remove any original equipment or 
r Honda in any way that would change its design or 
uch changes could seriously impair your vehicle’s 
ability, and braking and make it unsafe to drive.

vise you not to make any modifications or remove any 
(such as the spark arrester, muffler, or emissions control 
ponents) that would make your vehicle illegal in your 

tions
Driver & Passenger Safety 5
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Safety Labels

Your Honda comes with several labels that contain important 
information.
You, and anyone else who operates or rides in the vehicle, should 
read and understand this information before driving.

The labels should be considered permanent parts of the vehicle. If a 
label comes off or becomes hard to read, contact your Honda dealer 
for a replacement.

Indicates something apparent.
Indicates something concealed.

radiator cap danger
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Safety Labels

general warning tag

shift & drive select
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Safety Labels

general warning

general warning
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Safety Labels

loading warning trailer hitch

tire & overload warning

OSHA
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Instruments & Controls 13

Operation Component Locations

headlight switch 
(page 33)

accessory power 
socket (page 51)

parking brake lever 
(page 39)

ignition switch 
(page 32)

drive mode select 
lever (page 36)

indicators & displays 
(page 16)

shift paddles 
(page 35)

reverse lever 
(page 38)

AT/MT switch 
(page 34)
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Operation Component Locations

seat belt (page 44)

side net (page 41)

door (page 40)

passenger handhold (page 49)
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Operation Component Locations

cargo carrier (page 61)

trailer hitch receiver (page 52)

seat belt 
(page 44)

side net (page 41)

door (page 40)
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rs and displays on your Honda SXS keep you informed, 
 possible problems, and make your driving safer and 
able. Refer to the indicators frequently. Their functions 
d on the following pages.

k
rs come on and go off sequentially when you turn the 

tch to the ON (q) position.

se indicators does not come on key ON check, have your 
k for problems.

rake indicator

multi-function display

PGM-FI 
malfunction 
indicator lamp 
(MIL)

seat belt indicator
ments & Controls

mode switch high coolant temperature 
indicator
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speed will b
(page 45)
Indicators & Displays

tral Indicator
 indicator comes on and stays on when the transmission 
 neutral.

erse Indicator
 indicator comes on and stays on when the transmission 
 reverse.

ing Brake Indicator
 indicator comes on and stays on when the parking brake 
.

h Coolant Temperature Indicator
 indicator comes on and stays on when the coolant 
perature is high enough to adversely affect the service 
ngine. If this indicator comes on while you are driving, 
n as possible, turn the engine off, and let it cool.

-FI Malfunction Indicator Lamp (MIL)
 indicator comes on and stays on when there is a problem 
 your vehicle’s engine system. If this happens, reduce 
ake your vehicle to a dealer as soon as possible.

t Belt Indicator
 indicator starts blinking if the driver's seat belt is not 
ed and remains blinking until the driver's seat belt is 

's seat belt is not latched properly, the maximum vehicle 
e limited by the seat belt speed limiting system. 
Instruments & Controls 17
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tion This display includes the following 
functions.

meter Shows driving speed in miles or 
kilometers per hour (page 21).

eter display Shows fuel gauge, digital clock, 
odometer, tripmeter, coolant 
temperature gauge, hour meter, 
maintenance tripmeter and 
maintenance hour meter (page 22).

osition Shows gear position (page 31).

tch This button is used to select the mode, 
to change the mileage unit and adjust/
reset the digital clock, tripmeter and 
hour meter (page 20).
ments & Controls
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ck
nition switch is turned ON (q), the multi-function display 

arily show all the modes and digital segments and initial 
o you can make sure the liquid crystal display is 
 properly.

f this display does not come on during the key ON check, 
ealer check for problems.

multi-function display
Instruments & Controls 19
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nction display consists of the following function 

ction Display

eter display
r display
ition display

e switch

ition display speedometer display

odometer display
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 shows speed in miles or kilometers per hour.

it Change
meter, odometer, tripmeter and maintenance tripmeter 
er “MPH” and “MILE” or “KM/H” and “KM”.

the mileage unit, press and hold the mode switch for 
5 seconds in odometer mode (page 22) with the vehicle 

er Blinking
ometer digits and seat belt indicator blink 

eter Display

mode switch

KM

MILE

KM/H

MPH
Instruments & Controls 21

sly, while you are driving, maximum vehicle speed will 
o no more than 15 mph (24 km/h) by the seat belt speed 
em (page 45).
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When
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 includes fuel gauge, digital clock, odometer, tripmeter, 
perature gauge, hour meter, maintenance tripmeter, 
nance hour meter.
ou press the mode switch, mode will change as shown in 
ion.

r Display

l gauge (page 23)

al clock (page 25)

meter (page 26)

meter (page 26)

lant temperature 
auge (page 27)

Hour meter (page 29)

Maintenance tripmeter 
(page 30)

Maintenance hour 
meter (page 30)

 SXS 
ing

When SXS is 
not moving
ments & Controls

unusual indications with your SXS, and mode switch is 
 for 10 seconds, a message will automatically appear in 
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4.07 US

Regardless 
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switch to th
possible.
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The fuel ga
when the fu

fuel sym
Indicators & Displays

uge shows the approximate fuel supply available in a 
isplay with the fuel symbol. When the segment F goes 

l tank capacity is:
 gal (15.4 ℓ)

of what mode the display is in, when the fuel level 
y one segment remaining, the display will automatically 
e fuel gauge display. You should refuel as soon as 

t of fuel left in the tank with the vehicle on a firm, level 
pproximately:
 gal (4.2 ℓ)

uge and LO FUEL message will begin to flash alternately 
el level decreases further.

bol fuel gauge segment F

fuel gauge
Instruments & Controls 23

LO FUEL message
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Indica

Fuel gauge 
If the fuel s
If this occur
tors & Displays

failure:
ystem has an error, the fuel gauge will flash.
s, see your dealer as soon as possible.

fuel gauge
ments & Controls



Digital clock
The digital c
display.

To set the t
1. Turn the
2. Press an

start blin
3. Press an
4. To comp

ignition 

mode s
Indicators & Displays

lock shows the hour and minutes with the 12-hour clock 

ime:
 ignition switch to ON (q).
d hold the mode switch in the clock mode. The clock will 
king.

d hold the mode switch until the desired time appears.
lete setting the clock, press the mode switch, or turn the 
switch OFF.

witch digital clock clock display
Instruments & Controls 25
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ODO displa
exceeds 99

Tripmeter
The tripmet
the TRIP dis
returns to 0

To reset the
display in th

ODO 
display

mode 
switch
tors & Displays

ter shows the total miles or kilometers ridden with the 
y. The odometer locks at 999,999 when the readout 
9,999.

er shows the number of miles or kilometers ridden with 
play, since you last reset the tripmeter. The tripmeter 
 when the readout exceeds 999.9.

 tripmeter, press and hold the mode switch with the 
e tripmeter mode.

odometer
ments & Controls
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Read page 
corrected.

NOTICE
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C
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perature gauge
temperature gauge shows engine coolant temperature with 
temperature display. When the segment begins to move 
 (Cold) display, the engine is warm enough for the SXS to be 
n the coolant temperature is low, the coolant temperature 
isplay “Lo”. The normal operating temperature range is 
ection between the H and C displays.

s of the coolant temperature gauge, including segment H 
olant temperature indicator are on (automatically appears in 
 stop the engine and check the reserve tank coolant level.
202 and do not drive the SXS until the problem has been 

 to ride with an overheated engine can cause serious 
age.

ure 

coolant 
temperature 
display

H

Instruments & Controls 27
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If the coola
temperatur
high coolan
If this occur

coolan
tors & Displays

perature gauge failure:
nt temperature system has an error, the coolant 
e gauge will flash and appear in the display, and/or the 
t temperature indicator will turn on.
s, see your dealer as soon as possible.

t temperature gauge
high coolant 
temperature indicator
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Hour meter
The hour m
is ON (q). T
exceeds 99
Indicators & Displays

eter display shows accumulated hours while the ignition 
he hour meter locks at 99,999.9 when the readout 
,999.9.

hour meter hour meter display
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(page 95).
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If the sched
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after perfor
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To reset the
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light up, an
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Also the ma
reset.
See more d

mode sw

main
tors & Displays

e minder indicator
nance minder indicator appears in the display when the 
operating hours on your Honda SXS reaches the 
e interval specified on the maintenance schedule 

dicator after each scheduled maintenance is performed. 
uled maintenance is performed before the maintenance 
cator appears, be sure to reset the maintenance minder 
ming the scheduled maintenance.

e indicator:
 indicator, press and continue to hold the mode switch 
e ignition switch to ON (q). The indicator message will 
d after 2 seconds will flash twice, the maintenance 
cator is reset.
intenance tripmeter and maintenance hour meter will 

etails about maintenance minder indicator on page 93.

maintenance minder indicator
ments & Controls

itch

tenance tripmeter maintenance hour meter

mode switch
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Gear Pos
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Indicators & Displays

n indicator
sition indicator shows the gear position when the 
tch is in the ON (q) position.

r displays N for neutral, R for reverse, and D for drive.

r displays: N for neutral, R for reverse, and 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
forward gears.

displayed on the gear position indicator when the 
 is not shifted into gear properly. Before driving, check that 

sition is properly displayed on the gear position indicator.

osition indicator shows “–” and blinks, turn the ignition 
e OFF (w) position, and then turn it back to the ON (q) 

ain. If the gear position indicator still shows “–” and 
our dealer.

tor
or will be on when the 4WD mode engages (page 36).

ition Display
Instruments & Controls 31

4WD indicator
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Driver Controls

The ignition switch is a three-position, key-operated switch used to 
start and stop the engine.

OFF (w) — The engine and all electrical circuits are off. The key can 
be inserted and removed only when it is in this position.

ON (q) — The electrical circuits are on. You can use the accessory 
power socket in this position.

START (p) — This position is used only to start the engine. The key 
will automatically return to the ON (q) position when you let go of it.

Ignition Switch

ignition switch

START (p)

ON 
(q)OFF 

(w)



The headlig
of the steer
on and off.

Headligh

headlig
switch
Driver Controls

ht switch is located on the front console, to the right side 
ing wheel. This switch turns the headlights and taillight 

t Switch

ht 

OFF(t) ON (y)
Instruments & Controls 33
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Driver Controls

The AT/MT switch is located to the right of the drive mode select 
lever.
The AT/MT switch has two positions, AT (automatic shift mode) and 
MT (manual shift mode).
To select the transmission mode, turn the AT/MT switch to the 
desired position.
See Shifting Gears, page 68.

AT/MT Switch

ATMT

AT/MT switch



Your Honda
located beh

Pull the ups
downshift p

In MT mode
the SXS.
In AT mode
paddles. Yo
change the

See Shifting

Shift Pad

downshif
Driver Controls

 SXS is equipped with a pair of shift paddles that are 
ind the steering wheel.

hift paddle (+) to shift to a higher gear position and the 
addle (-) to shift to a lower gear position and R (reverse).

, the shift paddles are used to change gears while driving 

, you can drive the SXS without operating the shift 
u can also operate the shift paddles to temporarily 
 gear position.

 Gears, page 68.

dles

t paddle(-) upshift paddle(+)
Instruments & Controls 35
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Driver

The drive m
switch, has

To check yo

2WD mode
The 4WD in

4WD mode
The 4WD in

Drive Mo

2W

drive mod

2WD
 Controls

ode select lever, located to the right of the ignition 
 two drive mode positions: 2WD and 4WD.

ur present drive mode, look at the 4WD indicator.

:
dicator will be off when the 2WD mode is engaged.

:
dicator will be on when the 4WD mode is engaged.

de Select Lever

D mode position 4WD mode position

e select lever

 mode 4WD mode
ments & Controls

4WD indicator



You should
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NOTICE
Changing d
drivetrain.

After chang
left turns, a
indicators d
position, se
Driver Controls

 change drive modes only when the vehicle is stopped 
ine is idling.

rive modes while the vehicle is moving could damage the 

ing the drive mode, drive several yards, making right and 
nd make sure that indicators work properly. If the 
o not go out or come on according to the drive mode 
e your dealer.
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Driver Controls

The reverse lever is located in the center of the lower dash. 
To operate, bring the SXS to a complete stop (the transmission 
cannot be shifted into reverse if the SXS is moving). Make sure the 
transmission is in neutral. While pulling the reverse lever and 
depressing the brake pedal, pull the downshift paddle (left handle 
shift paddle) once to shift into “R” (reverse) gear. See Driving in 
Reverse, page 74.

Reverse Lever

downshift paddle

reverse lever



The parking
between th
brake, pull 
button at th
Before drivi

NOTICE
Driving with
drivetrain.

Parking B

THE 

parkin
Driver Controls

 brake lever is located just in front of the bench seat 
e driver's and passenger's seating positions. To apply the 
the lever up fully. To release it, pull up slightly, push the 
e end of the lever, then lower it.

ng, check that the parking brake indicator is off.

 the parking brake on can damage the rear brake and 

rake Lever

button

TO APPLY
PARKING BRAKE

g brake lever

TO RELEASE
THE PARKING BRAKE
Instruments & Controls 39
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Doors

Your Honda SXS is equipped with doors to prevent branches, gravel, 
or other debris from getting inside the driver’s compartment, and to 
keep the driver’s and passenger’s legs and feet inside the vehicle if 
your vehicle ever tips or overturns. Be sure all doors are securely 
closed before driving your Honda SXS, and never remove a door.

If a door is damaged or does not close securely, see your dealer for 
repair or replacement.
Do not drive the Honda SXS with the doors open or removed.

The left and right doors can be opened in the same manner.

Open
1. Turn the knob inward.
2. Open the door.

Close
1. Close the door securely until the second latch click is heard.
2. Make sure the door is closed securely.

knob
LEFT SIDE
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 SXS is equipped with side nets to prevent branches, or 
s from getting inside the driver’s compartment, and to 
iver’s and passenger’s hands and arms inside the 
rotective structure (OPS) if the vehicle ever tips or 

ts are secured to the OPS with side net D-rings and side 
oks. To function properly, the side nets should be tight. 
 is loose, tighten the belts on the side net D-rings.

 side nets are properly adjusted and secure to assure 
tion before driving your Honda SXS, and never remove 
m the vehicle. Inspect the condition of the side net and 

g hardware. If there is wear, deterioration, damage, or 
 latch and tighten securely, see your dealer for repair or 
t.
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Side Nets

The left and right side nets can be set up in the same manner.

Inspect the side nets and their mounting hardware for damage as 
specified in the maintenance schedule on page 95.

1. Hook the side net snap hooks.
2. Tighten the belt on the lower side net D-ring and door side net D-ring.

Side net snap hooks wear limit
Inspect the side net snap hooks for wear. If the side net snap hook 
become less than 0.24 in (6 mm), see your SXS dealer for replacement.

Side Nets Set Up

side net snap hooks

side net

belt

side net D-rings

belt

0.24 in (6 mm)
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 SXS is equipped with a bench seat that is designed to 
river and one passenger only.

of the bench seat is not intended as a seat and is, 
ot equipped with a seat belt. Do not allow someone to 

e with any cargo on the center of the seat. Cargo on the 
e bench seat can interfere with the driver's ability to 
vehicle and can be thrown around and hurt someone 
verturn or a crash.

NING 3WARNING
 not sit on the center of the bench seat.

e center is not equipped with a seat belt.

t wearing a seat belt can result in serious 
jury or death.
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 SXS is equipped with lap/shoulder seat belts in each 
ition. A seat belt keeps you connected to the vehicle so 
e thrown out during a crash or rollover. Together with a 
et, a seat belt is your best protection against serious 

ny type of crash, so make sure all occupants always 
efore driving.

eat belts cannot completely protect you in every crash. 
 cases, seat belts can reduce your risk of serious injury.

NING 3WARNING
t wearing a seat belt, or wearing one 
properly, can result in serious injury or 
ath in a crash or rollover.

ake sure the driver and passenger always 
ar their seat belts properly.
ments & Controls
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To return th
1. Properly
2. Release 

The speed l
speedomet
and correct

To avoid sp
deploy and
securely be
fastened wh
the vehicle 
vehicle spee
belt is deplo
second.
Seat Belts

eed Limiting System
river's seat belt is not latched properly, the maximum 
d will be limited by the seat belt speed limiting system.

river's seat belt is not latched, the seat belt speed limiting 

 maximum vehicle speed to no more than 15 mph 
h).
e seat belt indicator and speedometer to blink 
eously.

e vehicle to normal operation the driver must:
 deploy and latch their seat belt.
the throttle for one second if the vehicle is moving.

imitation will be removed and seat belt indicator and 
er will stop blinking after the driver follows this procedure 
ly deploys and fastens their seat belt.

eed limitations altogether, the driver should always 
 fasten their seat belt (and require all passengers to be 
lted) before driving the vehicle and keep their seat belt 
ile underway. If the driver unlatches their seat belt while 

is travelling at speeds greater than 15 mph (24 km/h), the 
d will be limited to 15 mph or less until the driver's seat 
yed and properly latched and throttle is released for one 
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Seat B

How you w

1. Insert th
make su

2. Check t
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3. Position
hips, the
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lets you

4. Make su
and rest

To unlatch 
elts

ear a seat belt also matters. For the best protection:

e latch plate into the buckle, then tug on the belt to 
re it is securely latched.

hat the belt is not twisted, because a twisted belt can 
juries.
 the lap part of the belt as low as possible across your 
n pull up on the shoulder part of the belt to make sure 
art is snug. This keeps you connected to the vehicle and 

r strong pelvic bones take the force of a crash.
re the shoulder part of the belt goes over your shoulder 
s against your chest.

buckle

latch plate
ments & Controls

a seat belt, press the red PUSH button on the buckle.
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Unlock
1. To unlat
2. Hold the

side of t

LOC
Seat Belts

cking Mechanism
lts in your Honda SXS are equipped with a belt locking 
.
king mechanism is in the holder of the latch plate. When 
t is subjected to intense forces during a crash or rollover, 
holder locks the belt.

ch a seat belt, press the red PUSH button on the buckle.
 latch plate and one side of the belt, and pull the other 
he belt. Doing so unlocks part of the holder.

K POSITION UNLOCK POSITION 
(ORDINARY USE)
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Seat B
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incident. Th
needed.
elts

been driving in an extremely muddy or dusty area, be 
ect your belt and remove any dirt or debris before letting 
ract into the retractor. Failure to do so could clog the 
d make it inoperable.

elt has an emergency locking retractor. In normal driving 
the retractor lets you move freely in your seat while 
e tension on the belt. During a crash or rollover, the 

tomatically locks the belt to help restrain your body.

any accessories on a seat belt, as that may reduce the 
s of the belt and increase the chance of injury in a crash.

t is worn in a crash, the seat belt assembly must be 
 your dealer. A belt that has been worn during a crash 
vide the same level of protection in a subsequent 
e dealer should check the retractor and replace it if 
ments & Controls
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Passenger Handhold

The occupant protective structure (OPS) has a handhold to give a 
passenger extra support when the vehicle travels over rough or 
bumpy terrain. Passenger can also brace their feet against the 
floorboard.

Passenger Handhold

passenger 
handhold
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Storage Compartments

Your Honda SXS has two drink holders.

drink holders
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To use the 
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NOTICE
Using any h
can damag

Remember 
accessory, a

acce
Accessory Power Socket

ry power socket is located in the center of the lower 
cket is intended for 12-volt DC accessories rated for 120 

mps) or less. Exceeding the limit can blow the accessory 
 (see page 204).

can be used to power such items as a trouble light, 
B radio, or cell phone, but not a heat-generating 
uch as a car cigarette lighter.

accessory power socket, the engine must be on and 

eat-generating accessory or improperly rated accessory 
e the socket.

to close the socket cap when you are finished using an 

ssory power socket

socket cap
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Trailer Hitch

Your Honda SXS is equipped with a trailer hitch receiver that accepts 
a 1 1/4 inch drawbar. You can purchase an approved drawbar from 
your Honda dealer.

See page 63 for page Towing a Trailer.

trailer hitch receiver
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ng your Honda SXS for the first time, we urge you to 
d this owner’s manual and the labels on your vehicle and 
ou understand all the safety information.

hould be at least 16 years old and tall enough to wear 
elt properly (page 44) and operate all the controls. A 
hould also be tall enough to wear the seat belt properly 
th both feet on the floor.

e Recommendations

NING 3WARNING
lowing a person who is too young or too 
all to drive this vehicle or ride as a 
ssenger could result in serious injury or 
ath in a crash.

llow all instructions and guidelines in this 
ner’s manual regarding the proper age 

d size for a driver and a passenger.
 Driving
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Are You Ready to Drive?

vent head injury from striking an occupant protective 
PS) or other hard object, we recommend that occupants 
r a helmet secured with a chin strap.

he eyes from brush and flying objects, we also 
 that occupants wear impact-resistant goggles or a face 

ety, we also recommend that you always wear boots, 
 pants, and a long-sleeved shirt or jacket whenever you 

e Apparel

NING 3WARNING
iving or riding in this vehicle without a 
oper helmet and eye protection can result 
 serious injury or death in a crash.

ways wear a helmet secured with a chin 
ap, eye protection (goggles or face shield), 
oves, boots, long-sleeved shirt or jacket and 
ng pants when driving or riding in this 
hicle.
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vehicles have unique characteristics, it’s important to 
his one operates and handles. We recommend that you 
 practice using the different controls, and get 
 to how the vehicle accelerates, brakes, and turns in 

iving modes, on different surfaces, and on different 
itions.

wn that alcohol and drugs can seriously affect a person’s 
erception, and ability to safely operate any vehicle. We 
rongly recommend that you do not drive, or let anyone 
r ride in this vehicle, after consuming alcohol or drugs.

ow Your Vehicle

nk & Drive

NING 3WARNING
erating this vehicle after consuming 
ohol or drugs can result in a crash in which 
u or others can be seriously injured or 
led.

ver drive this vehicle after consuming 
ohol or drugs.
 Driving
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ng your Honda SXS, it’s important to inspect the vehicle 
 any problem you find. A pre-drive inspection is a must, 
 safety, but because having a breakdown can be a major 
ce.

cle has overturned or been involved in a crash, do not 
l it has been inspected by your dealer. There may be 
other problems you cannot see.

NING 3WARNING
properly maintaining this vehicle or failing 
 correct a problem before driving can cause 
rash in which you or someone else can be 

riously hurt or killed.

ways perform a pre-drive inspection and 
rrect any problems before you operate the 
hicle.
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Check the f

Pre-drive

Oil Level

Coolant

Fuel Level

Brake Fluid

Tires

Wheels

Driveshafts
r Vehicle Ready to Drive?

ollowing items before driving your Honda SXS:

 Inspection

Check the engine oil level and add oil, if needed 
(page 117). Also check under the vehicle for leaks.

Check the coolant level (page 129). If it is low, add a 
50/50 mixture of silicate-free coolant and distilled 
water.
Check for leaks.

Check the fuel gauge (page 23) and add fuel, if 
needed (page 112). Make sure the fuel fill cap is 
secure. Also check for the smell of fuel or fumes - if 
you smell any fuel, turn the ignition switch to OFF (w) 
immediately, and see your dealer.

Check the level (page 155). If it is near MIN, check the 
brake pads for wear (page 157). If the brake pads are 
within the specification, check for leaks in the braking 
system (page 154).

Check the air pressure of all tires and inflate them to 
the proper pressure (page 162). Also inspect the tires 
for damage or excessive wear (page 164). If necessary 
see your dealer.

Make sure the wheel nuts are properly tightened and 
the wheels are not cracked or deformed (page 168).
 Driving

Inspect the driveshafts and boots for damage, tears, or 
leaks and see your dealer if any are found.
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Steering 
Gearbox an
Boots

Underbody

Air Cleaner

Air Cleaner
Housing 
Drain Tube

Suspension

Lights

Controls

Tie-rod End
our Vehicle Ready to Drive?

d 
Check the steering to make sure it turns smoothly in both 
directions. Check that there is no binding or play in the 
steering. Check for any tears in the boots.
If any tears are found, see your dealer.

Check for and remove any debris stuck in the 
underbody; take extra care in your inspection if the 
vehicle was last driven in deep grass, brush, a wetland, 
or flooded area. Check for any visible dents or cracks. 
If any dents or cracks are found, see your dealer.

Inspect the air cleaner element (page 134) to insure it 
is clean and evenly oiled.

 Check for deposits in the drain tube. If necessary, 
clean the tube (page 137) and check the air cleaner 
housing.

Check the condition of all suspension components. Be 
sure to look for bends or oil leaks in the damper.
Check for tears in the boots of the front arm ball joint.

Make sure the headlights, taillights, and brake lights 
are working properly.

Check that all driving controls, including the 
accelerator pedal, brake pedal, reverse lever, parking 
brake lever, drive mode select lever, and the shift 
paddles are operating smoothly.

s The wheels need to be lifted off the ground to 
Before Driving 59
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correctly check the tie-rod ends, so it cannot be done 
in the pre-drive inspection. To have the tie-rod ends 
properly inspected, see your dealer.
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tem and catalyst operate at very high temperatures.
d debris and vegetation that contact the exhaust/catalyst 
n fire.

Be sure items on the cargo carrier do not exceed the 
cargo limit and are properly secured to prevent 
shifting (pages 61, 62).

Make sure all seat belts are in good condition and operate 
properly. The seat belts must move smoothly when pulled 
out, and retract on their own when released.
The latch plates should click securely into the buckles and 
release when the release buttons are pushed firmly.

Make sure all side nets and their mounting hardware 
are in good condition and tighten securely.

Make sure no materials or debris are sticking to, or 
accumulating around, the exhaust system. If any such 
debris is found, remove it so there's no chance for it to 
catch on fire. Start the engine and listen for any leaks.

3CAUTION
haust system and catalyst operate at very 
gh temperatures.
u can be burned if you touch the exhaust 

stem or catalyst.
 not touch the exhaust system or catalyst 
thout letting the system cool down.
 Driving

uct a pre-ride inspection and remove accumulated debris.

to take care of any problem you find or have your dealer 
fore you drive your Honda SXS.
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Loading Cargo

e was designed to carry cargo. However, carrying a load 
eavy or improperly loaded can adversely affect your 
ndling, stability, and stopping distance and make it 
ore carrying any type of cargo, be sure to read the 
ages.

1 for guidelines on driving with cargo.

 of added accessories will reduce the maximum cargo 
 can carry.

it

 weight capacity = 880 lb (399 kg)
s the weight of cargo, occupants, accessories, and trailer 

d.

 cargo weight = 450 lb (203 kg)
s all items on the cargo carrier, any accessories, and the 

d if you are towing a trailer (see page 63).

NING 3WARNING
erloading the cargo carrier or failing to 

cure cargo properly can cause a crash in 
ich you or others could be seriously hurt or 

led.

llow the cargo limits and loading guidelines 
 this owner’s manual.
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g Cargo

re the tires are properly inflated (page 162).
hould only be carried in designated loading areas. 
ted area would be drink holder, carrier rack, accessory 
od storage, etc.
 items on the cargo carrier, and as far forward and 
 as possible.

et items extend over the edges of the carrier, as they 
t caught on something.
e that carrying tall, heavy items will significantly raise the 
 center of gravity, increasing the chance of a rollover.
t a passenger ride in the rear cargo area or hang onto the 
he vehicle, even for a short distance. The person could be 
off the vehicle or cause a crash.

uidelines

NING 3WARNING
iving with a passenger in the cargo area can 
sult in very serious injury or death if the 
rson is thrown against the vehicle.

passenger should only ride in the 
ssenger’s seat and wear their seat belt 
operly.
 Driving
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Maximum
This include
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The weight

Checking
Towing a Trailer

e can pull a trailer as well as carry cargo, provided you 
oad limits and guidelines below.

o main types of limits that apply to towing a trailer:

 load also affects the total weight you can carry in the 
 the cargo carrier. See “Maximum weight capacity” on 

 Weight
eight of a fully loaded trailer or estimate the total by 

weight of the trailer (as quoted by the trailer maker) with 
of all items placed in or on the trailer.

imits

 total trailer weight = 1,000 lb (454 kg)
s the weight of the trailer and everything in it or on it.

 tongue load = 100 lb (45 kg)
 that the fully loaded trailer places on the tongue.

 Loads
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a proper tongue load, start by placing 60 percent of the 
 the front of the trailer and 40 percent toward the rear, 
st the load as needed.

se a proper trailer hitch. Do not tow by attaching a rope 
 to the vehicle’s frame.
ll items inside the trailer so they cannot shift while 

 Trailer

NING 3WARNING
ceeding a load limit or improperly towing a 
iler can cause a crash in which you can be 

riously hurt or killed.

llow all load limits and towing guidelines in 
is owner’s manual.
 Driving
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 gives information on how to start and stop your engine. 
des guidelines for operating on different types of terrain, 
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e recommend that you start the engine in a well-
rea. If that is not practical, move the vehicle outdoors as 
sible. The engine’s exhaust contains carbon monoxide, a 
d odorless gas that can cause illness and even death.

motor will operate when the transmission is in neutral or 
edal is pressed.
 do the following checks and adjustments before you 
ehicle.

RT:
re the doors, side nets and front hood are securely 

at any items you may be carrying are stored properly or 
 down securely.

 Stopping the Engine

NING 3WARNING
nning the engine of your vehicle while in 
 enclosed or even partially enclosed area 
n cause a rapid build-up of toxic carbon 
onoxide gas.

eathing this colorless, odorless gas can quickly 
use unconsciousness and lead to death.

ly run your vehicle's engine when it is 
cated in a well ventilated area outdoors.
peration & Driving Guidelines

our seat belt. Check that your passenger has fastened 
t belt as well.
u start the engine, check the indicators in the instrument 
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Basic Operation

Starting the engine:
1. Apply the parking brake.
2. Press on the brake pedal. Insert the key and turn the ignition 

switch to the ON (q) position. Confirm the transmission is in 
neutral, and the neutral indicator is on. 

3. To start the engine, without touching the accelerator pedal, turn 
the ignition switch to the START (p) position.
Immediately after the engine starts, let go of the key. The switch 
returns to the ON (q) position.
Do not hold the key in the START (p) position for more than 5 
seconds at a time.
If the engine does not start after 5 seconds, turn the key back to 
the OFF (w) position and wait about 10 seconds before turning it 
to START (p) again.

4. If the engine does not start within 5 seconds, or starts but stalls 
right away, repeat step 3 with the accelerator pedal pressed 
halfway down.
If the engine starts, release pressure on the accelerator pedal so 
the engine does not race.

5. If the engine fails to start, press the accelerator pedal all the way 
down, and hold it there while starting to clear flooding. If the 
engine still does not start, return to step 3.

The engine can be started with the transmission in gear, the engine 
will start in gear if the unit is completely stopped, and the brake 
pedal is pressed.

ignition switch
START (p)

ON 
(q)OFF 

(w)
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Basic Operation

To stop the engine, turn the ignition switch to the OFF (w) position.
Remember to apply the parking brake and remove the key if you 
plan to leave the vehicle.

Selecting a AT/MT Mode
Your SXS has two transmission modes: AT and MT.
You can select the desired shift mode with the AT/MT switch.

AT mode
This mode automatically shifts the gears with optimal timing 
according to your driving conditions.
The gear position indicator shows “D” for forward gears, “N” for 
neutral, and “R” for reverse. Select gear position with the right side 
upshift paddle and left side downshift paddle.

You can temporarily shift up or down by operating the shift paddles 
while driving in AT mode. At the same time, the shifted gear is 
shown on the gear position indicator.

Shifting Gears

AT/MT switch

MT AT
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e, the gears are shifted manually through shift paddle 

ect five forward gears, neutral and reverse by operating 
e upshift paddle and left side downshift paddle.
sition indicator will show “1, 2, 3, 4, or 5” for forward 
for neutral, and “R” for reverse.
 the shift paddle does not continuously shift the gears. To 
 shifting, release your fingers from the shift paddle, and 

ll the shift paddle again.
rs do not shift up automatically in MT mode. Do not allow 
ine to exceed the rev limit.
rs shift down automatically when you slow down, even in 
e.
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AT mode
g the engine and letting it warm up, follow these 

:
 transmission in neutral, release the parking brake 
), but continue to press the brake pedal.
 throttle closed, select AT mode, and then pull the right 
hift paddle once to shift into drive (D).
re the gear position indicator shows “D”.
the pressure from the brake pedal and increase engine 
y gradually pressing the accelerator pedal.

ission cannot be upshifted from neutral to D gear when 
speed is above 3,000 rpm or the ground speed is above 

/h) or the accelerator pedal is pressed.

osition indicator shows "-", shift the gear by pulling the 
ddles.

t paddle upshift paddle

TING SEQUENCE
peration & Driving Guidelines

ransmission Is Not Functioning Properly on page 196.
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 changing gears by operating the shift paddle while AT 
ected

porarily change gears by operating the shift paddles 
AT mode is selected.
ating the shift paddles while AT mode is selected, the D 
 the gear position indicator changes to a gear position 

– 5).
 gear change is temporary, the vehicle automatically 
ormal AT mode under the following conditions:
e shift paddles are not operated for a prescribed time
e vehicle speed is reduced or increased beyond the 

tic shifting speed
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MT mode
he transmission, pull the right side upshift paddle once.
ift the transmission, pull the left side downshift paddle 

g the engine and letting it warm up, follow this 

 transmission in neutral, release the parking brake, but 
 to press the brake pedal.
 throttle closed, select MT mode, and pull the upshift 
nce to shift into 1st gear.

pressure from the brake pedal and increase engine speed 
ally pressing the accelerator pedal.
eed increases, shift to 2nd gear by pulling the upshift 
nce. Lifting off the throttle is recommended, but not 
.
his sequence to progressively upshift to 3rd, 4th and 5th 
ar.
shift, pull the downshift paddle once. Remember to lift 

hrottle each time you shift to the next lower gear.

ission cannot be upshifted from neutral to 1st gear when 
speed is above 3,000 rpm or the ground speed is above 

/h) or the accelerator pedal is pressed.

ic shift system malfunctions, the transmission cannot be 
ulling the gearshift paddles. See your dealer. (In an 
 a gear may be selected manually so you may move the 
 Emergency Gear Selection & Operation on page 197.) 
peration & Driving Guidelines



Recommen
Drive in the
smoothly. T
emissions c

NOTICE
Improper sh
train. Also, 
engine off c

Shifting
From 1st
From 2n
From 3rd
From 4th

Shifting
From 5th
From 4th
From 3rd
From 2n
Basic Operation

ded Shift Points - For General Driving
 highest gear that lets the engine run and accelerate 
his will give you good fuel economy and effective 
ontrol.

ifting can damage the engine, transmission, and drive 
coasting or towing the SXS for long distance with the 
an damage the transmission.

 Up MPH KPH
 to 2nd 4 7
d to 3rd 7 11
 to 4th 10 16
 to 5th 13 21

 Down MPH KPH
 to 4th 9 15
 to 3rd 7 11
 to 2nd 5 8

d to 1st 3 5
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Basic Operation

If you need to drive in reverse, make sure the area behind you is clear 
and only operate the SXS at low speed.

1. Bring the SXS to complete stop (the transmission cannot be 
shifted into reverse if the vehicle is moving). Make sure the 
transmission is in neutral.

2. Be sure there are no obstacles or people in the way.
3. While pulling the reverse lever and depressing the brake pedal, 

pull the downshift paddle once to shift into “R” (reverse) gear.

4. Make sure that the reverse indicator comes on.
5. Release the brake pedal and reverse lever.
6. Press the accelerator pedal gradually to increase speed.
7. To stop, lift off the accelerator pedal and press the brake pedal.
8. To shift out of reverse and into neutral, pull the upshift paddle 

once to shift into “N” (neutral) gear. Make sure that the reverse 
indicator goes off. 

Driving in Reverse

downshift paddle

reverse lever

brake pedal



To stop the
Remember 
plan to leav

Before usin
to another,
See page 3

Selecting

2WD

4WD
Basic Operation

 engine, turn the ignition switch to the OFF (w) position.
to apply the parking brake and remove the key if you 
e the vehicle.

g the drive mode select lever to change from one mode 
 be sure the vehicle is stopped and the engine is idling. 
6 for additional information.

 a Drive Mode

This mode supplies power to the rear wheels only, this 
mode is best for surfaces with good traction.
This mode supplies power to the front and rear wheels. 
Steering will require slightly more effort than with 
2WD. This mode is recommended for driving on 
surfaces with poor traction.
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Basic 

Look for a l
slope or on 
on a slope, 

After bringi
1. Keep yo

(N).
2. Set the 
3. Turn the

key.

Fully push t
brake.

Parking
Operation

evel parking area with a firm surface. Avoid parking on a 
loose or slippery surfaces when possible. If you must park 
block the wheels to help keep the vehicle from sliding.

ng your vehicle to a stop:
ur foot on the brake pedal while you shift into neutral 

parking brake.
 ignition switch to the OFF (w) position, and remove the 

he parking brake lever down when releasing the parking 
peration & Driving Guidelines
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 SXS has been designed with many safety features to 
t you. These include a strong occupant protection 
at belts, doors, and side nets. However, no safety system 
 all injuries.

ng pages contain important precautions and driving 
o help you make good decisions and operate your vehicle 

ng your Honda SXS for the first time, please review the 
assenger Safety” section (page 1), the “Before Driving” 
e 53), and the precautions below.

ommend that you complete the Recreational Off-
hicle (ROV) E-Course. The free course is available at 
A.org. The two-hour ROV E-Course is a multi-media, 
online safety course that reinforces:

NING 3WARNING
ilure to follow the driving guidelines in this 
ner’s manual can lead to a crash or 

erturn in which you or others can be 
riously hurt or killed.

llow all safe-driving guidelines in this 
ner’s manual.

ing Precautions
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killed.
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 (Recreational Off-Highway Vehicle Association) also 
ands-on ROV Basic Driver Course (RBDC). Information on 
tion for the RBDC is available at www.ROHVA.org.

y Use Only
 SXS was designed for use on a wide variety of terrain 
ns. However, it should not be driven on any public road, 
paved, because it is not equipped to legally or safely 
h roads.
to obey all local off-road regulations, obtain permission 
ng on someone else’s private property, and respect all 
sing” signs.

ed
xcessive speed for the terrain or other conditions 
e chance of a crash or overturn. Always reduce speed 
g on hilly terrain, or when carrying cargo or towing a 

are on Unfamiliar Terrain
g in a new area, keep your speed low and check the 
d for possible problems, such as large rocks, bumps, 

op-offs. Don’t drive fast on unfamiliar terrain or when 
mited. If you drive in an area with other vehicles, be sure 
fe distance to avoid a collision.

orm Stunts
r wheels on the ground at all times. Showing off or 

 to perform stunts could lead to a crash or overturn in 
river, a passenger, or others could be seriously hurt or 
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tires will als

Vehicle Des
The Honda 
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off-highwa
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Off-highwa
Driving on p
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You won’t 
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and power)

Off-road 
Driving Guidelines

 SXS was designed and intended for off-road use. In the 
ou must drive on a paved surface, be aware that your 

 will feel and handle different than it does on dirt. The 
o wear much faster.

ign
SXS handles somewhat differently from on-highway 
 in part to features that allow it to perform its role as an 

y utility vehicle. For example, this Honda SXS has a higher 
avity than cars designed for use only on pavement. It is 
ed with large low-pressure tires that allow good traction 
se dirt, wet grass and other low-traction surfaces.

ntages come at some cost. Because your vehicle is taller 
igher off the ground, it can more easily tip or roll over if 
brupt turns or drive on sloped terrain.

y Environments
rivate property, or in approved off-highway areas, 

leave a generally predictable and orderly world behind. 
find lane markers or traffic signals, and no one will be 
rn you of trouble ahead. It’s up to you to assess situations 
ithin limits. The terrain has limits (it may be too steep or 
 example). The vehicle has limits (e.g., traction, stability, 
. And you may be limited by lack of experience.

Driving Considerations
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Drivin

Surface Con
The kind of
your vehicle
need more 

Avoid any s
hard surfac
surface to a
handles.

Reading the
Because vis
you need to
enough to 

As your eye
conditions. 
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slope at a d
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damage the
Of course if
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Whether yo
keep your s
moving forw

When drivin
the terrain 
bumpy, and
brake or tur
Never go fa
g Guidelines

siderations
 surface you drive on can have important effects on how 
 handles. For example, on loose or soft surfaces you’ll 
time and distance to accelerate, turn, or brake to a stop.

udden sharp turn, particularly on pavement and other 
es. And always slow down after moving from one type of 
nother until you get accustomed to how your vehicle 

 Terrain
ual information comes in unpredictable ways off-road, 
 stay alert, constantly survey the terrain, and go slow 

analyze situations and make good decisions.

s search the terrain ahead, watch for changes in surface 
One minute you can be on firm soil and the next in soft 
p mud. A path can quickly change from level to bumpy, 
angerous angle, or disappear in a drop-off. Always keep 
pen for holes, washouts, or obstacles that could upset or 
 vehicle.

 you cannot see clearly, due to tall grass for example, stop 
ut of the vehicle, and survey the area for a safe route.

 Speed
u travel off-road or on pavement, the general rule is to 
peed low. Of course, you’ll need enough speed to keep 
ard, but too much speed leads to problems.

g off-road at higher speeds, you have less time to read 
and make good decisions. The drive can also be more 
peration & Driving Guidelines

 there’s a greater chance of the vehicle sliding if you 
n quickly on wet soil, gravel, or another slippery surface. 
ster than conditions allow.
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Making Tur
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and gradua
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Braking
The best of
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Basic Driv
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 Cargo or Pulling a Trailer
weight of carrying cargo or pulling a trailer will affect 
ehicle accelerates, brakes, and handles. The added 
 length of a trailer will affect your directional control.

w these guidelines whenever you carry cargo or pull a 

xceed the cargo limit and towing limits (see page 61 for 
cargo and page 63 for towing a trailer).
eed low, particularly when driving on hills.
tra distance to accelerate, turn and slow or stop.
rive across a steep slope with a trailer.

er gears when towing a trailer or carrying extra cargo.

ns
rning technique for Honda SXS is to drive at low speed 
lly adjust the amount of steering to suit the surface. Do 
udden sharp turns, either off-road or on pavement.

le ever skids sideways during a turn, steer in the direction 
 Also, avoid hard braking or accelerating until you have 
rectional control.

f-road braking technique is to gently step down on the 
l, then increase pressure as more braking is needed. Light 
y be all you need on soft surfaces, such as sand or loose 

ing
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spinning
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vehicle a
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• Do you 

If you do no
an ascent, y

Driving o
g Guidelines

t some of the greatest challenges and hazards, especially 
arrying cargo or pulling a trailer. If you are new to off-
, start with gentle inclines, take time to learn how your 

dles on slopes, and read the information that follows.

have previous off-road driving experience, the guidelines 
ld serve as important reminders.

g a Hill
pproach a hill, you need to decide whether it is one that 
assenger, your cargo and your vehicle can handle. For 
k yourself:

ll too steep? Is the incline constant, or are there places 
 gets suddenly steeper? If you run out of power, you may 
ble to continue forward.
enough traction for you to make it to the top without 
 the wheels or sliding backwards?
e obstacles, such as rocks or ruts, that could upset your 
nd make it roll over?

is no safe predetermined path, can you drive straight up 
ithout turning?

know what is on the other side of the hill?

t know the answers to these questions before beginning 
ou should stop and walk up the hill to find out.

n Hills
peration & Driving Guidelines
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If you decid
• Select a
• Approac

hill.
• Maintain
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the hill.
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maintain su
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move aw
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the park
using th

Driving Dow
Before drivi
evaluate wh
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Ask yoursel
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• Is the su
• Can you
• Is there 
Driving Guidelines

a Hill
e that it is safe to drive your Honda SXS up a hill:
n appropriate gear and drive mode for the hill.
h the hill with enough speed to smoothly start up the 

 a steady speed as you climb the hill.
speed as you approach the top, and watch for other 
 that may be approaching the top from the other side of 

Going Up a Hill
eeper than you expected, traction is poor, or you don’t 
fficient speed, you may begin to stall. If that happens:
 vehicle and set the parking brake.
ve a passenger, you may want to have them get out and 
ay from the vehicle.

e headed straight up the hill, shift into reverse, release 
ing brake, and slowly back straight down the hill, gently 
e brake pedal to control speed.

n a Hill
ng down a hill, as with driving up a hill, you need to 
ether you can make it safely to the bottom and away 
pe.

f:
ll too steep to maintain speed and steering control?
rface too rough or too slippery?
 drive straight down without turning?
a safe exit when you reach the bottom of the hill?
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e it is safe to drive down a hill:
 steering wheel firmly and drive straight back down the 

pply the brakes to help control speed, but do not “ride” 
es.

Hill
rsing a hill, consider these facts:

at you can drive straight up or down can be too steep to 
ross.
ou drive straight up or down a slope, the length of the 
se reduces the chance of tipping over backward or 
, but when you drive across a slope, the vehicle’s 
r track and higher center of gravity increases the chance 
g or rolling over.
ive across a slope and an uphill wheel hits a bump, or a 
l wheel drops into a hole, your vehicle will tip downward 
re.

 clearly see all terrain conditions (good traction, no 
es or other obstacles, etc.), stop and walk the slope 
drive on it. If you have any doubt whether you can safely 
 a slope, don’t do it. Find another route.

bstacles
g off-road, always watch for bumps, pot holes, rain ruts 
bstacles. Large bumps and holes can bounce you around 
ou to lose control or get stuck. Slow down whenever you 
gh terrain.
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Driving a
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ng through water, stop and make sure that:
er is not more than about 10 inches (25 cm) deep.
er is not flowing too fast. Deep rushing water can sweep 
nstream. Even very shallow rushing water can wash the 

from under your tires and cause you to lose traction and 
 roll over.
nks have gradual slopes and good traction, so you can 
e stream and exit safely.
ace under the water appears to provide good traction.
er, the water may hide hazards, such as rocks, holes, 

 slippery vegetation.

e you can safely cross the water:
 at a slow, steady speed.
or submerged obstacles, including slippery rocks and 

etting the spark plug or air cleaner wet, as this would 
e engine to stop.

 your Honda SXS at night, always drive slower and more 
han you would in daylight.

hrough Water

t Night
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Servicing Your Honda
Servicing Your Hondap your Honda SXS in good shape, this section includes a 

e Schedule for required service and step-by-step 
 for specific maintenance tasks. You’ll also find important 
utions, information on fuels and oils, and tips for 
r Honda looking good.

tion about replacing fuses, see page 204.

tion about the exhaust emission and noise requirements 
nvironmental Protection Agency (EPA), the California Air 
oard (CARB), and Environment and Climate Change 
CC), see page 224.

ce, replacement or repair of the emission control 
d systems may be performed by any off-road utility 
air establishment or individual using parts that are 
 to EPA standards.

 Service Your Honda
nce of Maintenance ................................................. 89
e Safety.................................................................... 90
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e Schedule ............................................................... 92
e Record................................................................... 97

arations
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 Importance of Maintenance

tained Honda SXS is essential for safe, economical, and 
 operation. It will also help reduce air pollution. Careful 
spections and good maintenance are especially 
ecause your Honda SXS is designed to be driven over 

oad terrain.

 properly care for your Honda SXS, this section of the 
vides a Maintenance Schedule. The service intervals in 
le are based on average operation conditions.

rvicing of the air cleaner is especially important to help 
 possible costly engine repair.

da SXS overturns or is involved in a crash, be sure your 
cts all major parts, even if you are able to make some 

NING 3WARNING
properly maintaining this Honda SXS or 
iling to correct a problem before you drive 
n cause a crash in which you can be 
riously hurt or killed.

ways follow the inspection and 
aintenance recommendations and 

edules in this owner’s manual.
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This section
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perform ma
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be handled
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service.
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cannot war
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WAR
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enance Safety

 includes instructions on how to perform some important 
e tasks. If you have basic mechanical skills, you can 
ny of these tasks with the tools provided with your 

.

 that are more difficult and require special tools are best 
by professionals. Removing the wheels should normally 
 only by a Honda technician or other qualified mechanic.
 are included in this manual only to assist in emergency 

 most important safety precautions follow. However, we 
n you of every conceivable hazard that can arise in 
 maintenance. Only you can decide whether or not you 
orm a given task.

NING 3WARNING
ilure to properly follow maintenance 
structions and precautions can cause you to 
 seriously hurt or killed.

ways follow the procedures and 
ecautions in this owner’s manual.
ing Your Honda
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Importan
Maintenance Safety

re the engine is off before you begin any maintenance or 
This will help eliminate several potential hazards:
 monoxide poisoning from engine exhaust. Be sure 
adequate ventilation whenever you operate the engine.
rom hot parts. Let the engine and exhaust system cool 
ouching.
rom moving parts. Do not run the engine unless 
d to do so.
 instructions before you begin, and make sure you have 

s and skills required.
ce the possibility of a fire or explosion, be careful when 
 around gasoline. Use only non-flammable solvent, not 
, to clean parts. Keep cigarettes, sparks, and flames away 
 fuel-related parts.

that your Honda dealer knows your Honda SXS best and 
pped to maintain and repair it. To ensure the best quality 
ty, use only new Honda Genuine Parts or other 
 for repair and replacement. If you have the tools and 
ed for additional maintenance jobs, you can purchase an 
da Service Manual (page 232).

t Safety Precautions
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enance Schedule

d Maintenance Schedule that follows specifies how often 
have your Honda SXS serviced, and what things need 
 is essential to have your Honda SXS serviced as 
o maintain safe, dependable performance, and proper 
ntrol.

intervals in this Maintenance Schedule are based on 
ving conditions. Some items will need more frequent 
u drive in unusually wet or dusty areas or at full throttle. 
r dealer for recommendations applicable to your 
eeds and use.

 in the Maintenance Schedule can be performed with 
anical skills and hand tools. Procedures for these items 
d in this manual. Other items involve more extensive 
 and may require special training, tools, and equipment. 
end that you have your dealer perform these tasks 

have advanced mechanical skills and the required tools 
ent. Procedures for such items in this schedule are 

 an official Honda Service Manual available for purchase 

t feel capable of performing a given task or need 
remember that your Honda dealer knows your Honda 
d is fully equipped to maintain and repair it. If you decide 
wn maintenance, use only Honda Genuine Parts or their 

 for repair or replacement to ensure the best quality and 
ing Your Honda



Perform the
this section
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The mainte
display whe
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schedule.

Maintenanc
Maintenance Schedule

 pre-ride inspection (page 58) and owner maintenance in 
 at each scheduled maintenance period.

e Minder Messages on the Multi-function Display
nance minder indicator appears in the multi-function 
n the mileage or operating hours on your Honda SXS 
 maintenance interval specified on the maintenance 

e Minder Indicators:
Initial Maintenance
Appears at 100 miles (150 km) or 20 operating 
hours, whichever comes first. See Initial 
Maintenance on the maintenance schedule.
Regular Maintenance Interval 1
Appears 600 miles (1,000 km) or 100 operating 
hours after the Initial Maintenance is performed 
and maintenance minder is reset (page 30). See 
Regular Maintenance Interval for 100, 300, and 
500 operating hours (or corresponding mileage 
interval, whichever comes first) in the 
maintenance schedule.
Regular Maintenance Interval 2
Appears 600 miles (1,000 km) or 100 operating 
hours after Regular Maintenance Interval 1 is 
performed and maintenance minder is reset 
(page 30). See Regular Maintenance Interval for 
200, 400, and 600 operating hours (or 
corresponding mileage interval, whichever comes 
first) in the maintenance schedule.
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enance Schedule

al Maintenance indicator appears only once over the life 
ehicle.
ular Maintenance Interval 1 and 2 indicators will appear 
ely over the life of the vehicle.
r the total mileage and operating hours shown on the 
er/hour meter, along with your vehicle maintenance 
to determine the appropriate Regular Maintenance 
to follow on the maintenance schedule.

n the maintenance schedule requires some mechanical 
. Certain items (particularly those marked * and **) may 
e technical information and tools. Consult your dealer.

f Maintenance Schedule Notes:

 be serviced by your dealer, unless you have the proper 
nd service data, and are mechanically qualified. Refer to 
icial Honda Service Manual (page 232).
nterest of safety, we recommend these items be serviced 
 your dealer.

vice more frequently when operating in dusty areas, sand 
now.
vice more frequently when operated in muddy, very wet 
ditions, or freezing temperatures.
vice more frequently when operated in muddy 
ditions.
ck the underbody whenever the under guard has been 
ing Your Honda



* Should be s
mechanical

Service the item

FREQU
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ITEMS
Check eng

Check tire
Check side
snap hook

* Reverse in
Check bra
Replace en

* Inspect va

* Clean spar
Clean air c
Check air c
tube
Check spa

* Inspect idl

*
Check fue
connectio
Check fron
Check fron
oil

Note 1 Ser
or s

Note 2 Ser
con

Note 3 Ser
con
Maintenance Schedule

erviced by your dealer, unless you have the proper tools and service data, and are 
ly qualified. Refer to the official Honda Service Manual (page 232).

s listed at the indicated distance (or time, if given).
Initial
maintenance Regular maintenance interval

ENCY
comes first)

×100 mi 1 6 12 18 24 30 36 Note Refer 
to 

page

×100 km 1.5 10 20 30 40 50 60
Hours 20 100 200 300 400 500 600
Month 1 12

ine oil and coolant Check oil and coolant at fuel stop 117, 
129

s Check inflation and condition once a month 162
 net adjustment and 
s ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

41

hibitor system ● ● ● ● ● ● ● 143
ke fluid Check fluid level once a month 155
gine oil and oil filter ● ● ● ● ● ● ● 119

lve clearance ●

Every 600 miles (1,000 km) 
or 100 operating hours, 
otherwise adjust only if 
noisy

—

k arrester

Every 600 miles (1,000 km) 
or 100 operating hours, 
whichever comes first

148
leaner elements 1 134
leaner housing drain 2 137

rk plug 145
e speed ● —
l lines and 
ns ● ● ● —

t and rear brakes ● ● ● 3 154
t and rear final gear 

● ● ●
124, 
126

vice more frequently when operating in dusty areas, sand 
now.
vice more frequently when operated in muddy, very wet 
ditions, or freezing temperatures.
vice more frequently when operated in muddy 
ditions.
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** In the inter

Service the item

FREQU
(Whichever 

ITEMS
Lubricate 
pivots
Inspect the

** Suspens
Wheels
Drivesh
Accelera

Brake li
Exhaust
Battery

Check park
Inspect the

** Tie-rod
* Steering
* Brake h
* SXS und
* Inspect ev

control sys
(USA - 50 
[meets Cal
Replace th

Front an

* Engine 
* Brake fl

Note 4 Che
hit.
enance Schedule

erviced by your dealer, unless you have the proper tools and service data, and are 
ly qualified. Refer to the official Honda Service Manual (page 232).
est of safety, we recommend these items be serviced only by your dealer.

s listed at the indicated distance (or time, if given).
Initial
maintenance Regular maintenance interval

ENCY
comes first)

×100 mi 1 6 12 18 24 30 36 Note Refer 
to 

page

×100 km 1.5 10 20 30 40 50 60
Hours 20 100 200 300 400 500 600
Month 1 12

all hinges, latches, and 
● ● ● ● ● ● ●

138

 following items:

● ●

—
ion components —

168
aft boots 169
tor and brake pedals 141, 

158
ght switch 160
 system 149
 terminal condition 171
ing brake adjustment ● ● 159
 following items:

●

—
 ends —
 gearbox and boots —

oses and lines —
erbody 4 —

aporative emission Every 2 years 
(regardless of mileage)tem —

states 
ifornia])
e following items:

Every 2 years
(regardless of mileage)

—
d rear final gear oil 124, 

127
coolant 131
uid —

ck the underbody whenever the under guard has been 
ing Your Honda



Keeping an
Honda SXS
the mainten
receipts sho
owner. Mak
this record.
km) or 20 h
normal own
Use the spa
yourself abo

Miles (km
hours
100 (150)
20
600 (1,00
100
1,200 (2,0
200
1,800 (3,0
300
2,400 (4,0
400
3,000 (5,0
500
3,600 (6,0
600
4,200 (7,0
700
4,800 (8,0
800
Maintenance Record

 accurate maintenance record will help ensure that your 
 is properly maintained. Retain detailed receipts to verify 
ance was performed. If the Honda SXS is sold, these 
uld be transferred with the Honda SXS to the new 
e sure whoever performs the maintenance completes 

 All scheduled maintenance, including the 100-mile (150 
ours or 1-month initial maintenance, is considered a 
er operating cost and will be charged for by your dealer. 
ce under Notes to record anything you want to remind 
ut or mention to your dealer.

) or ODO or 
HOUR

Date Performed 
By:

Notes

 or 

0) or 

00) or 

00) or 

00) or 

00) or 

00) or 

00) or 

00) or 
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Service PreparationsMaintenance Component 
Locations

Indicates something visible.

seat back 
(page 107)

brake pedal
(page 158)

accelerator pedal
(page 141)

parking brake lever
(page 159)

Indicates something concealed.

tool kit 
gear change tool
(page 103) reverse lever 

(page 143)

owner’s manual
(page 104)

seat bottom 
(page 106)
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Maintenance Component
Locations

coolant 
reserve tank 
(page 130)

fuel fill cap 
(page 112)

front final gear oil filler cap 
front final gear oil drain plug 
(pages 124, 125)

battery 
(page 173)
main fuse 
(page 205)
fuse box 
(page 206)

front hood 
(page 105)

engine oil filter 
(page 121)
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Maintenance Component 
Locations

engine oil drain plug 
(page 120)

rear final gear oil filler cap
rear final gear oil drain plug 
(pages 126, 127)

air cleaner housing 
drain tube 
(page 137)

spark plug 
(page 145)

Indicates something visible.
Indicates something concealed.

air cleaner
(page 135)

engine oil filler cap/
dipstick 
(page 117)

spark arrester 
(page 148)
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Maintenance Component
Locations

brake fluid 
reservoir tank 
(page 155)

front brake calipers 
(page 157)

driveshaft boots 
(page 169)

brake light switch 
(page 160)

front suspension spring 
pre-load adjusters 
(page 151)
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Maintenance Component 
Locations

driveshaft boots 
(page 169)

rear brake caliper 
(page 157)

rear suspension 
spring pre-load 
adjusters (page 153)

Indicates something visible.
Indicates something concealed.

center rear panel 
(page 108)



The tool kit
under the s

To access th
bottom (pa

An optiona
dealer’s par

UNDER 

LEFT SID
Tool Kit

 and the gear change tool are stored in the compartment 
eat bottom.

e tool kit and the gear change tool, remove the seat 
ge 106).

l, larger tool kit may be available. Check with your 
ts department.

SEAT BOTTOM

tool kit

E

gear change tool
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Servic104

Owne

Your Honda
have it with
plastic docu

The owner’

Be careful n

UNDER S
RIGHT SID
r’s Manual Storage

 SXS provides storage for the owner’s manual so you’ll 
 you for easy reference. Store your owner’s manual in the 
ment bag under the seat bottom.

s manual should be stored in the plastic bag.

ot to flood this area when washing your Honda SXS.

owner’s manual

EAT BOTTOM 
E plastic document bag
ing Your Honda



Refer to Saf

The front h
lever pivot, 
adjustment
and for was

Removal
1. Turn the
2. Remove
3. Remove

Installation
1. Insert th
2. Install th
3. Turn the

knob
Front Hood

ety Precautions on page 91.

ood must be removed to lubricate the drive mode select 
brake light switch adjustment, reverse inhibitor system 
 and throttle cable adjustment, to check the coolant level 
hing the radiator fan area.

 knobs outward.
 the prongs from the grommets.
 the front hood.

e hooks into the slots.
e prongs into the grommets.
 knobs inward.

knob

hooks
front hood

prongs
Servicing Your Honda 105

slots grommets
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Seat Bottom Removal

Refer to Safety Precautions on page 91.

The seat bottom must be removed to check the engine oil level, to 
add engine oil, to change the engine oil filter, and to access the tool 
kit, gear change tool and owner’s manual.

Removal
1. Open the doors (page 40).
2. Pull the rear of seat bottom upward then slide it slightly 

backward.

Installation
Insert the hooks into the frame and the prongs into the grommets of 
the seat bottom.

prongs

grommets

seat bottom

hook

hook
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Seat Back Removal

Refer to Safety Precautions on page 91.

The seat back must be removed for spark plug maintenance, to 
change the engine oil filter, to clean the air cleaner, to remove the 
center rear panel.

Removal
1. Open the doors (page 40).
2. Pull the bottom of seat back forward then slide it slightly 

downward.

Installation
Insert the hooks into the frame and the prongs into the grommets of 
the seat back.

prongs

grommets

seat back

hooks



Servic108

Cente

Refer to Saf

The center 
to change t

Removal
1. Remove
2. Release 
3. Pull the 

Installation
1. Insert th
2. Install th
3. Install th

tab

center re

prongs
r Rear Panel  Removal

ety Precautions on page 91.

rear panel must be removed for spark plug maintenance, 
he engine oil filter, to clean the air cleaner.

 the seat back (page 107).
the prongs from their grommets.
center rear panel forward.

e tabs into the holes.
e prongs into their grommets.
e center rear panel.

tab

holes

s

ar panel
grommets
ing Your Honda



Clip remova

Removal
1. Pull up t
2. Pull out 

Installation
1. Insert th
2. Press do

1

1

Clip Removal

l and installation:

he center pin to release the lock.
the clip of the hole.

e clip into the hole.
wn the center pin securely to lock the clip.

2

2
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Servic110

Jack U

Refer to Saf

When jacki
points and 

When using
• Do not l
• Set the 

securely
• Use only
• Place a j
• Do not l
• Do not p

WAR

Th
in

Fo
ex
it 

s

p Point & Support Point

ety Precautions on page 91.

ng up and supporting this vehicle, the following jack-up 
support points should be used.

 a jack, always abide by the following instructions.
eave the engine running.
drive mode in 4WD mode and set the parking brake 
.
 on a firm level surface.
ack only at the specified jack-up point.
eave any person or cargo in the vehicle.
lace any object above or under a jack.

NING 3WARNING
e vehicle can easily roll off a jack, seriously 
juring anyone underneath.

llow the directions for changing a tire 
actly, and never get under the vehicle when 
is supported only by the jack.

support pointupport point
ing Your Honda

jack up point jack up point



Service ProceduresFluids, Filters & Lubricants

Refer to Saf

Use only un
damage the
where lead
unleaded fu

Your engin
pump octan
stations nor
on the use 

Use of lowe
“spark kno
engine dam
heavy load,

If pinging o
normal load
persists, con

Never use s
Avoid gettin

Fuel Reco

type
pump oc
Fuel

ety Precautions on page 91.

leaded fuel in your Honda. The use of leaded fuel will 
 catalytic converter. If you drive your Honda in a country 

ed fuel might be available, take precautions to use only 
el.

e is designed to use any unleaded gasoline that has a 
e number of 86 or higher. Gasoline pumps at service 
mally display the pump octane number. For information 
of oxygenated fuels, see page 228.

r octane gasoline can cause persistent “pinging” or 
ck” (a loud rapping noise) which, if severe, can lead to 
age. Light pinging experienced while operating under a 
 such as climbing a hill, is no cause for concern.

r spark knock occurs at a steady engine speed under 
, change brands of gasoline. If pinging or spark knock 
sult your dealer.

tale or contaminated gasoline or an oil/gasoline mixture. 
g dirt, dust, or water in the fuel tank.

mmendation

unleaded
tane number 86 (or higher)
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Servic112

Fuel

Fuel tank ca
4.07 US

When there
will be low 

Refer to Saf

1. Turn the
2. Add fue

Avoid o
neck.

Fuel Capa

Refueling

fu

RIGHT SID
pacity:
 gal (15.4 ℓ)

 is only one segment left in the fuel gauge (page 23), fuel 
and you should refuel as soon as possible.

ety Precautions on page 91.

 fuel fill cap counterclockwise.

city

 Procedure

el fill cap

E bottom of filler neck
ing Your Honda

l until the level reaches the bottom of the filler neck. 
ver filling the tank. There should be no fuel in the filler 



3. ( Except
After re
( AC, II A
After re

If you repla
part or equ

NOTICE
Gasoline ca
Do not allo
bodywork. 
camouflage

WAR

Ga
Yo
ha

• S
f

• H
• W
Fuel

 AC, II AC type)
fueling, turn the fuel fill cap clockwise securely.

C type )
fueling, turn the fuel fill cap clockwise until it clicks.

ce the fuel fill cap, use a Honda Genuine replacement 
ivalent.

n damage the camouflage coating.
w spilled gasoline to pool on camouflage colored 
Also, do not allow gasoline soaked rags to be placed on 
 bodywork.

NING 3WARNING
soline is highly flammable and explosive. 
u can be burned or seriously injured when 
ndling fuel.

top the engine and keep heat, sparks and 
lame away.
andle fuel only outdoors.
ipe up spills immediately.
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Servic114

Engin

Engine oil q
and the ser

Using the p
adding, and
best oil wea
the engine.
your engine
serious dam

Change the
page 95. W
be perform
schedule.
e Oil & Filter

uality is a major factor that affects both the performance 
vice life of the engine.

roper oil (page 115) and filter, and regularly checking, 
 changing oil will help extend your engine’s life. Even the 
rs out. Changing oil helps get rid of dirt and deposits in 
 Operating the engine with old or dirty oil can damage 
. Running the engine with insufficient oil can cause 
age to the engine and transmission.

 engine oil as specified in the maintenance schedule on 
hen running in very dusty conditions, oil changes should 
ed more frequently than specified in the maintenance 
ing Your Honda



* Suggest
labeled 
circular 

• Your Ho
recomm

• Do not u
adversel

• Do not u
conservi
containe

• Do not u

Oil Recom

API class

viscosity
JASO T 9
standard
suggeste
Engine Oil & Filter

ed oils are equal in performance to SJ oils that are not 
as energy conserving or resource conserving on the 
API service label.

nda SXS does not need oil additives. Use the 
ended oil.
se oils with graphite or molybdenum additives. They may 
y affect clutch operation.
se API SH or higher oils displaying a circular API “energy 
ng” or “resource conserving” service label on the 
r. They may affect lubrication and clutch performance.

mendation

ification SG or higher except oils labeled as 
energy conserving or resource 
conserving on the circular API 
service label

 (weight) SAE 10W-30
03 MA

d oil* Pro Honda GN4 4-stroke oil (USA & 
Canada) or Honda 4-stroke oil, or 
an equivalent motorcycle oil.
Servicing Your Honda 115

se non-detergent, vegetable, or castor based racing oils.

Not recommended Recommended



Servic116

Engin

Other visco
average tem
range.

JASO T 903
The JASO T
motorcycle 
There are tw
Oil conform
example, th
e Oil & Filter

sities shown in the following chart may be used when the 
perature in your driving area is within the indicated 

 standard
 903 standard is an index for engine oils for 4-stroke 
engines.
o classes: MA and MB.

ing to the standard is labeled on the oil container. For 
e following label shows the MA classification.

oil code

oil classification
ing Your Honda



Refer to Saf

Check the e
SXS and ad
Before drivi
1. Park you
2. Start the

minutes
3. Remove

dust cov
4. Remove

and wip
5. Insert th

remove 
between
dipstick.

Checking

UNDER S

LEFT SID
Engine Oil & Filter

ety Precautions on page 91.

ngine oil level each day before operating your Honda 
d, if needed.
ng your SXS, check the engine oil level.
r Honda SXS on a firm, level surface.
 engine in a well-ventilated area and let it idle for 3 – 5 

. Stop the engine and wait 2 – 3 minutes.
 the seat bottom (page 106) and fold open the rubber 
er on the left side.
 the oil filler cap/dipstick from the front crankcase cover 
e it clean.
e oil filler cap/dipstick without screwing it in, then 
the dipstick and check the oil level. The oil level should be 
 the upper level mark and the lower level mark on the 

 & Adding Oil

EAT BOTTOM

E
oil filler cap/dipstick
Servicing Your Honda 117
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upper
lowerrubber dust cover



Servic118

Engin

6. If requir
upper le

7. Reinstal
bottom.

NOTICE
Running th
engine dam
e Oil & Filter

ed, add the specified oil into the fill cap hole, up to the 
vel mark on the dipstick. Do not overfill.
l the oil filler cap/dipstick, rubber dust cover and seat 

e engine with an improper oil level can cause serious 
age.
ing Your Honda



Refer to Saf

Your Honda
requiremen
model or a 

NOTICE
Using the w
engine dam

This proced
as a torque
as the mean
not have th

Drain the E
1. Make su

brake, a
2. Remove

dust cov
3. Remove

Changing

UNDER S

LEFT SID
Engine Oil & Filter

ety Precautions on page 91.

 SXS’s oil filter has very specific performance 
ts. Use a new Honda Genuine oil filter specified for your 
filter of equal quality.

rong oil filter may result in leaks, premature wear, or 
age.

ure requires mechanical skill and professional tools such 
 wrench, and access from underneath the vehicle, as well 
s for disposing of the drained fluid (page 188). If you do 
e skills or the tools, see your dealer.

ngine Oil:
re the Honda SXS is parked on level ground. Set the parking 
nd jack up and support your Honda SXS (page 110).
 the seat bottom (page 106) and fold open the rubber 
er.
 the oil filler cap/dipstick.

 Engine Oil & Filter

oil filler cap/dipstick
EAT BOTTOM

E
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Engine Oil & Filter

4. Place an oil drain pan under the crankcase.
5. Remove the engine oil drain plug and sealing washer.

Install a New Engine Oil Filter:
6. Remove the seat back (page 107).
7. Remove the center rear panel (page 108).
8. Remove the clips (page 109) and screws from right seat bottom 

cover and flip it forward leaving ECU and wiring in place.
The oil filter can be accessed on right side of engine.

UNDER BODY

sealing washer

drain plug

right seat bottom cover

UNDER SEAT BOTTOM 
RIGHT SIDE

clips

clips

screw

screws

clips
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Engine Oil & Filter

(cont’d)

9. Remove the oil filter cover by removing the bolts. Let the 
remaining oil drain out. Discard the oil filter in an approved 
manner.

10. Coat new O-rings with engine oil and install them into each 
groove in the filter cover and crank case.

11. Reposition the spring to the engine crankcase and install a new 
oil filter with the rubber seal facing out, away from the engine. 
You will see the “OUT-SIDE (TOWARD FILTER COVER)” mark on 
the filter body, near the seal.
Use only the Honda Genuine oil filter or a filter of equivalent 
quality specified for your model.
Using the wrong Honda filter or a non-Honda filter which is not 
of equivalent quality may cause engine damage.

NOTICE
Improper installation of the oil filter can cause serious engine 
damage.

bolts

oil filter

rubber seal

spring

oil filter cover

O-rings

bolt



Servic122

Engin

12. Reinstal
to the sp

9 lbf·
13. Pour the

an appr

NOTICE
Improper d

14. Install th
clips. Ins

5.9 lb
15. Install th
16. Install th
e Oil & Filter

l the oil filter cover, making sure the bolts are tightened 
ecified torque:
ft (12 N·m, 1.2 kgf·m)
 drained oil into a suitable container and dispose of it in 

oved manner (page 188).

isposal of drained fluids is harmful to the environment.

e right seat bottom cover by flipping it back. Install the 
tall the screws and tighten them to the specified torque:
f·ft (8 N·m, 0.8 kgf·m)
e center rear panel.
e seat back.
ing Your Honda



Add Engine
17. Reinstal

the drai
18 lb

18. Lower y
19. Fill the c

3.2 U
20. Reinstal
21. Reinstal
22. Reinstal
23. Start the
24. Remove
25. Stop the

sure the
dipstick.

26. Reinstal
27. Reinstal
28. Check t

If a torque 
soon as pos
Engine Oil & Filter

 Oil:
l the drain plug with a new sealing washer, and tighten 
n plug to the specified torque:
f·ft (25 N·m, 2.5 kgf·m)
our Honda SXS safely.
rankcase with the recommended oil, approximately:
S qt (3.0 ℓ)
l the oil filler cap/dipstick.
l the rubber dust cover.
l the seat bottom.
 engine and let it idle for 3 – 5 minutes.
 the seat bottom and fold open the rubber dust cover.
 engine and after 2 – 3 minutes, check the oil level. Make 
 oil is between the upper and lower level marks on the 
 If necessary, add more oil but do not overfill.
l the oil filler cap/dipstick and rubber dust cover.
l the seat bottom.
hat there are no oil leaks.

wrench is not used for installation, see your dealer as 
sible to verify proper assembly.
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Front 

Refer to Saf

Check the f
hours of op

1. Park you
2. Remove
3. Make su

inspectio
4. Apply a 

oil filler 
5. Install an

9 lbf·

Oil Recom

API class

type
viscosity
suggeste

Checking

LEFT FRON
Final Gear Oil

ety Precautions on page 91.

inal gear oil level every 1,800 miles (3,000 km) or 300 
erating your Honda SXS and add, if needed.

r Honda SXS on a firm, level surface.
 the oil filler cap.
re the oil level is at the lower edge of the oil filler 
n hole.

thin coat of grease to a new O-ring, and insert it into the 
cap groove.
d tighten oil filler cap to the specified torque:
ft (12 N·m, 1.2 kgf·m)

mendation

ification GL-4 or GL-5 except oils labeled as 
energy conserving on the circular 
API service label
hypoid gear oil

 (weight) SAE 80W-90
d oil Honda shaft drive oil or equivalent

 Oil

T oil filler capO-ring
ing Your Honda

lower edge of oil filler 
inspection hole



Refer to Saf

Change the
temperatur
1. Park the
2. Place an
3. Remove
4. After the

plug with
9 lbf·

5. Fill the f
17.2 

6. Make su
inspectio

7. Apply a 
oil filler 

8. Install an
9 lbf·

9. Pour the
an appr

NOTICE
Improper d

Changing

LEFT FRO
Front Final Gear Oil

ety Precautions on page 91.

 oil with the front final gear at normal operating 
e to assure complete and rapid draining.
 Honda SXS on a firm, level surface.
 oil drain pan under the oil drain plug.
 the oil filler cap and the drain plug.
 oil has completely drained (3 – 5 minutes), reinstall the drain 
 a new sealing washer and tighten it to the specified torque:
ft (12 N·m, 1.2 kgf·m)
ront final gear with the recommended oil.
US oz (510 cm3)
re the oil level is at the lower edge of the oil filler 
n hole.

thin coat of grease to a new O-ring, and insert it into the 
cap groove.
d tighten oil filler cap to the specified torque:
ft (12 N·m, 1.2 kgf·m)
 drained oil into a suitable container and dispose of it in 

oved manner (page 188).

isposal of drained fluids is harmful to the environment.

 Oil

NT oil filler capO-ring

oil drain plug
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lower edge of oil filler 
inspection hole

sealing washer
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Rear F

Refer to Saf

Check the r
300 hours o

1. Park you
2. Remove
3. Make su

inspectio
4. Apply a 

oil filler 
5. Install an

9 lbf·

Oil Recom

API class

type
viscosity
suggeste

Checking

RIGHT RE

O-ri
inal Gear Oil

ety Precautions on page 91.

ear final gear oil level every 1,800 miles (3,000 km) or 
f operating your Honda SXS, and add if needed.

r Honda SXS on a firm, level surface.
 the oil filler cap.
re the oil level is at the lower edge of the oil filler 
n hole.

thin coat of grease to a new O-ring, and insert it into the 
cap groove.
d tighten oil filler cap to the specified torque:
ft (12 N·m, 1.2 kgf·m)

mendation

ification GL-4 or GL-5 except oils labeled as 
energy conserving on the circular 
API service label
hypoid gear oil

 (weight) SAE 80W-90
d oil Honda shaft drive oil or equivalent

 Oil

AR

lower edge of ng
ing Your Honda

oil filler 
inspection hole

oil filler cap



Refer to Saf

Change the
temperatur
1. Park the
2. Place an
3. Remove
4. After the

plug with
9 lbf·

5. Fill the r
5.1 U

6. Make su
inspectio

7. Apply a 
oil filler 

8. Install an
9 lbf·

9. Pour the
an appr

NOTICE
Improper d

Changing

O

RIGHT RE

oil drain p
Rear Final Gear Oil

ety Precautions on page 91.

 oil with the rear final gear at normal operating 
e to assure complete and rapid draining.
 Honda SXS on a firm, level surface.
 oil drain pan under the oil drain plug.
 the oil filler cap and the drain plug.
 oil has completely drained (3 – 5 minutes), reinstall the drain 
 a new sealing washer and tighten it to the specified torque:
ft (12 N·m, 1.2 kgf·m)
ear final gear with the recommended oil.
S oz (150 cm3)
re the oil level is at the lower edge of the oil filler 
n hole.

thin coat of grease to a new O-ring, and insert it into the 
cap groove.
d tighten oil filler cap to the specified torque:
ft (12 N·m, 1.2 kgf·m)
 drained oil into a suitable container and dispose of it in 

oved manner (page 188).

isposal of drained fluids is harmful to the environment.

 Oil

lower edge of 
-ring

AR

lug
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oil filler 
inspection hole

oil filler cap
sealing washer



Servic128

Coola

Your Honda
through the
head.

Maintaining
properly an

Use Pro Ho
glycol antifr
specifically 
antifreeze c

Use only dis
is high in m
engine.

NOTICE
Using coola
water pump
may cause 

The factory
water in thi
most opera
protection.

Decreasing 
provide pro

Coolant R
nt

 SXS’s liquid cooling system dissipates engine heat 
 coolant jacket that surrounds the cylinder and cylinder 

 the coolant will allow the cooling system to work 
d prevent freezing, overheating, and corrosion.

nda HP Coolant or an equivalent high-quality ethylene 
eeze containing corrosion protection inhibitors 
recommended for use in aluminum engines. Check the 
ontainer label.

tilled water as a part of the coolant solution. Water that 
ineral content or salt may be harmful to the aluminum 

nt with silicate inhibitors may cause premature wear of 
 seals or blockage of radiator passages. Using tap water 

engine damage.

 provides a 50/50 solution of antifreeze and distilled 
s Honda SXS. This coolant solution is recommended for 
ting temperatures and provides good corrosion 

the concentration of antifreeze to less than 40% will not 
per corrosion protection.

ecommendation
ing Your Honda



Increasing t
because it d
concentrati
provide add
system freq

Refer to Saf

Check the e
Honda SXS

1. Make su
2. Remove
3. With the

coolant 
and MIN
If the re
for leaks

Checking
Coolant

he concentration of antifreeze is not recommended 
ecreases cooling system performance. Higher 

ons of antifreeze (up to 60%) should only be used to 
itional protection against freezing. Check the cooling 
uently during freezing weather.

ety Precautions on page 91.

ngine coolant level every day before operating your 
 and add, if needed.

re the vehicle is parked on a firm, level surface.
 the front hood (page 105).
 engine at normal operating temperature, check the 

level in the reserve tank. It should be between the MAX 
 level marks.

serve tank is empty, or if coolant loss is excessive, check 
 and see your dealer for repair.

 & Adding Coolant
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Coolant

4. Remove the reserve tank cap.
Always add coolant to the reserve tank. Do not attempt to add 
coolant by removing the radiator cap.

5. Add coolant to the reserve tank as required to bring the coolant 
level to the MAX level mark.

6. After adding coolant, install the reserve tank cap and install the 
front hood.

UNDER FRONT HOOD
RIGHT FRONT reserve tank cap

reserve tank

MAX

MIN



Refer to Saf

Coolant sho
proper tool
to the offic

To properly
Environmen

NOTICE
Improper d

Coolant R

WAR

Re
ho
se

Al
be
Coolant

ety Precautions on page 91.

uld be replaced by your dealer, unless you have the 
s and service data, and are mechanically qualified. Refer 
ial Honda Service Manual.

 dispose of drained coolant, refer to You & the 
t, page 188.

isposal of drained fluids is harmful to the environment.

eplacement

NING 3WARNING
moving the radiator cap while the engine is 
t can cause the coolant to spray out, 
riously scalding you.

ways let the engine and radiator cool down 
fore removing the radiator cap.
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Coola

Refer to Saf

Check the a
mud, or an
checked by
flow is restr

Clean the r

To clean th
1. Remove
2. Wash th

NOTICE
Do not app
pressure wa

Radiator 
nt

ety Precautions on page 91.

ir passages for clogging or damage. Remove insects, 
y obstruction with low water pressure. Have the radiator 
 your dealer if more than 20% of the radiator surface air 
icted.

adiator core after driving your Honda SXS in mud.

e radiator core:
 the front hood (page 105).
e radiator core with low water pressure.

ly high pressure water directly to the radiator core. High 
ter can damage the radiator core fins.

Core
ing Your Honda
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Proper air c
vehicles.
A dirty or d
allow dirt, d

Service the 
or dusty are
service inte

Your Honda
requiremen
your model

NOTICE
Using the w

Proper air c
or damage,
and spark p

NOTICE
Improper o
performanc
Air Cleaner

ety Precautions on page 91.

leaner maintenance is very important for off-road 

ry, water-soaked, worn-out, or defective air cleaner will 
ust, mud, and other impurities to pass into the engine.

air cleaner more frequently if you drive in unusually wet 
as. Your dealer can help you determine the correct 

rval for your driving conditions.

 SXS’s air cleaner has very specific performance 
ts. Use a new Honda Genuine air cleaner specified for 
 or an air cleaner of equal quality.

rong air cleaner may result in premature engine wear.

leaner maintenance can prevent premature engine wear 
 expensive repairs, low engine power, poor gas mileage, 
lug fouling.

r lack of proper air cleaner maintenance can cause poor 
e and premature engine wear.
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Air Cle

1. Remove 
2. Unlatch
3. Remove

Cleaning

UNDER C

air
aner

the seat back (page 107) and center rear panel (page 108).
 the retainer clips.
 the air cleaner housing cover.

ARGO CARRIER

 cleaner housing cover

retainer clips
ing Your Honda



4. Remove
5. Loosen 

air clean
6. Unscrew
7. Remove
8. Gently w

point) so
cleaning
twisting

9. Inspect f
Replace

UNDER C

air cleane
Air Cleaner

 the air cleaner holder.
the screw and remove the air cleaner assembly from the 
er housing.
 the clamp.

 the air cleaner from the air cleaner body.
ash the air cleaner in clean, non-flammable (high flash 
lvent such as kerosene. Do not use gasoline. After 
, gently squeeze out the remaining solvent. Avoid 
 or wringing the air cleaner. This can tear the foam.
or tears or cracks in the foam or seams of the air cleaner.

 the air cleaner if it is damaged.

screw

ARGO CARRIER

r assembly

clamp

air cleaner

air cleaner holder
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Air Cle

10. Allow th
air clean

11. Pour cle
entire su
the oil in
keep yo
before s

12. Install th
13. Install th
14. Insert th
15. Fasten t
16. Install th
17. Reassem
aner

e air cleaner to dry thoroughly before applying oil. A wet 
er will not fully absorb the oil.
an Pro Honda Foam Filter Oil or an equivalent over the 
rface of the air cleaner. Use both hands to evenly spread 
to the air cleaner. Gently squeeze out any excess oil. (To 

ur hands dry, place the air cleaner in a clean plastic bag 
preading the oil into the air cleaner.)
e air cleaner on the air cleaner body.
e clamp.
e air cleaner assembly into the air cleaner housing.
he screw.
e air cleaner holder.
ble in the reverse order of removal.
ing Your Honda
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Air Cleaner

The air cleaner housing drain tube should be serviced in accordance 
with the Maintenance Schedule. (Driving through water may require 
more frequent inspection.) If deposits can be seen in the drain tube, 
the tube must be cleaned before starting the vehicle.

1. Remove the air cleaner housing drain tube plug by removing the 
clip.

2. Drain the deposits.
3. Reinstall the air cleaner housing drain tube plug, securing it with 

the clip.

Air Cleaner Housing Drain Tube

RIGHT REAR

air cleaner housing drain tube plug

clip
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Lubric

To keep mo
multipurpo
as CRC 6-5

Provide lub
lubricate ac

Consult you
procedures

Apply greas
movement 
applying gr

Lubricate th
in the follow

Lubricatio

brake pe
ation

ving parts functioning properly, coat them with a 
se grease (without Teflon or molybdenum additives, such 
6 or equivalent).

rication when moving parts do not work smoothly. Also 
cording to the maintenance schedule (page 96).

r dealer for more information about lubrication 
.

e to each pivot to prevent corrosion. Check for smooth 
after lubrication. If the movement is not smooth after 
ease, see your dealer.

e brake pedal pivot and accelerator pedal pivot as shown 
ing illustration.

n Points

accelerator pedal pivot

dal pivot
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Lubricate th
illustration.
Remove the

Lubricate th
illustration.
Remove the

UNDER FR

driv
Lubrication

e parking brake pivot as shown in the following 

 dust cover.

e drive mode select lever pivot as shown in the following 

 front hood (page 105).

parking brake pivot

ONT HOOD
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Lubrication

Lubricate the door latch spring as shown in the following illustration. 
Open the door (page 40).
The left and right door latch springs can be lubricate in the same 
manner.

door latch spring

LEFT SIDE



Engine

Refer to Saf

If the accele
incorrect ad
especially a
fully.
If the accele
control, and
Check the a
Periodic Ma
Refer to the

Inspection
Check freep
Freeplay:

5/16 – 1

Accelerat

accelerat
Accelerator Pedal

ety Precautions on page 91.

rator pedal has excessive play due to cable stretch or 
justment, it will cause a delay in throttle response, 
t low engine speed. Also, the accelerator may not open 

rator pedal has no play, the accelerator may be hard to 
 the idle speed may be erratic.
ccelerator pedal play periodically in accordance with the 
intenance Chart, and adjust the play if necessary.
 maintenance schedule on page 96.

lay of the accelerator pedal.

/2 in (8 – 13 mm)

or Pedal Inspection

5/16 – 1/2 in 
(8 – 13 mm)

or pedal
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Accele

Adjustment
1. Remove
2. Slide the
3. Loosen 
4. Turn the
5. Tighten 
6. After ad

pedal.
7. Install th

UNDER FR
LEFT FRO

throt

sle
rator Pedal

 the front hood (page 105).
 sleeve back to expose the throttle cable adjuster.

the lock nut.
 adjuster to obtain the correct freeplay.
the lock nut and reinstall the sleeve.
justment, check for smooth operation of the accelerator 

e remaining parts in the reverse order of removal.

ONT HOOD
NT

lock nut

tle cable adjuster

eve

increase 
freeplay

decrease 
freeplay
ing Your Honda
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Reverse Inhibitor System

Refer to Safety Precautions on page 91.

Check that the reverse lever moves smoothly and allows for proper 
reverse gear selection, and adjust the play if necessary. Refer to 
maintenance schedule on page 95.

Inspection
Check freeplay of the reverse lever.
Freeplay:

1/4 – 1/2 in (6.0 – 12.0 mm)

Reverse Lever Inspection

CHECK THAT THE REVERSE 
LEVER MOVES SMOOTHLY.

reverse lever

reverse lever

1/4 – 1/2 in 
(6.0 – 12.0 mm)
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Reverse Inhibitor System

Adjustment
1. To adjust, remove the front hood (page 105), loosen the lock nut, 

and turn the adjusting nut.
After adjustment, tighten the lock nut securely and check for 
smooth operation of the reverse lever.

2. Install the remaining parts in the reverse order of removal.

UNDER FRONT HOOD 

lock nut

adjusting nut

increase 
freeplay

decrease 
freeplay



Use only th
heat range.

NOTICE
Using spark
damage.

Refer to Saf

1. Remove 
2. Clean an
3. Disconn

spark pl
4. Using a 

spark pl
5. Inspect 

corrosio
heavy, r
a plug c
electrod
and sha
the elec
burned,

Spark Plu

standard

Spark Plu
Spark Plug

e recommended type of spark plug in the recommended 

 plugs with an improper heat range can cause engine 

ety Precautions on page 91.

the seat back (page 107) and center rear panel (page 108).
y dirt from around the spark plug base.

ect the spark plug cap. Take care to avoid damaging the 
ug wire when disconnecting the cap.
spark plug wrench provided in the tool kit, remove the 
ug.
the electrodes and center porcelain for deposits, 
n, or carbon fouling. If the corrosion or deposits are 
eplace the plug. Clean a carbon or wet-fouled plug with 
leaner, if available, or a wire brush. Inspect the spark plug 
es for wear. The center electrode should have a flat tip 

g Recommendation

 spark plug BKR5E-11 (NGK) or 
K16PR-U11 (DENSO)

g Inspection & Replacement
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rp edges, and the side electrode should not be eroded. If 
trodes and insulator tip appear unusually fouled or 
 we suggest that you contact your dealer.
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Spark Plug

6. Discard the spark plug if there is apparent wear or if the insulator 
is cracked or chipped.

7. Using a wire-type feeler gauge, check the spark plug gap. If 
adjustment is necessary, bend the side electrode carefully.
The gap should be:

0.039 – 0.043 in (1.00 – 1.10 mm)

spark plug cap

side 
electrode

spark plug gap
0.039 – 0.043 in 
(1.00 – 1.10 mm)

UNDER SEAT BACK CENTER

center 
electrode



8. With the
to preve

9. Tighten 
• If the 

1/8
• If insta

a) Firs

b) The
c) Nex

1/8

NOTICE
An imprope
plug is too 
the threads

10. Connec
cables o

11. Install th

NG
DEN
Spark Plug

 plug washer attached, thread the spark plug in by hand 
nt cross-threading.
the spark plug:
old plug is good:
 turn after it seats.
lling a new plug, tighten it twice to prevent loosening:

t, tighten the plug:

n loosen the plug.
t, tighten the plug again:
 turn after it seats.

rly tightened spark plug can damage the engine. If a 
loose, the piston may be damaged. If a plug is too tight, 
 may be damaged.

t the spark plug cap. Take care to avoid pinching any 
r wires.
e center rear panel and seat back.

K: 3/4 turn after it seats.
SO: 1/2 turn after it seats.
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Spark

Refer to Saf

The spark a
100 operat

Regular ser
engine perf
regular mai
prevents ran
from reachi

The use of 

Because of 
combustible

1. Select a
make su

2. Remove
3. Start the

momen
the end

4. Stop the
5. Reinstal
REAR
 Arrester

ety Precautions on page 91.

rrester must be serviced every 600 miles (1,000 km) or 
ing hours to maintain its efficiency.

vicing prevents carbon build up (which can diminish 
ormance) and also complies with USDA regulations for 
ntenance to assure proper function. The spark arrester 
dom sparks from the combustion process in your engine 

ng the environment.

safety glasses is recommended for this procedure.

the possible fire hazard, check that there are no 
 materials in the area before purging the spark arrester.

 well-ventilated area free of combustible materials and 
re the exhaust pipe is cool.
 the bolt.
 engine and rev it up approximately twenty times while 

tarily creating exhaust system back pressure by blocking 
 of the muffler with a shop towel.
 engine and allow the exhaust pipe to cool.

l the bolt securely.
ing Your Honda

bolt
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Exhaust System

Stop the engine and check for any sign of exhaust gas leakage.
Listen for exhaust leaks near the muffler, which is located by the left 
rear wheel well.

Exhaust System Inspection

check for exhaust leakage
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Chassis

Suspe

Your front 
damping de
of your Hon

The oil dam
and reboun
are maintai

The spring 
adjust the a
spring.
You may ad

Consider ad
your norma
conditions c

The way yo
experience 

Lower sprin
for light loa
firmer ride 
nsion

and rear suspension systems use springs and hydraulic 
vices that suspend your weight and most of the weight 
da SXS.

per systems hydraulically control the natural compression 
d of the suspension springs so that traction and comfort 
ned as the wheels ride over rough terrain.

pre-loads for your front and rear suspension systems 
mount of force required to begin compression of the 

just the spring pre-load of both suspension systems.

justing your suspensions pre-load whenever you change 
l load, by adding cargo or accessories, or when driving 
hange.

u drive your Honda SXS and the type of ride you want to 
can also influence your suspension needs.

g pre-load provides a softer ride and is usually preferred 
ds and smooth terrain. Higher spring pre-load provides a 
and is recommended for heavy loads and rough terrain.
ing Your Honda



Using a pin
suspension 
driving con

Do not atte
see your de
limited to a

Refer to Saf

The spring 
driving cond
Honda SXS

Use the pin
Pin spanner
Available th

Front Sus

Front Sus

front
Suspension

 spanner, which is available from your dealer, the front 
can be adjusted for driver and passenger weight, and 
ditions by changing the spring pre-load.

mpt to disassemble, service, or dispose of the damper; 
aler. The instructions found in this owner’s manual are 
djustments of the shock assembly only.

ety Precautions on page 91.

pre-load adjuster has 5 positions for different load or 
itions. Before adjusting the spring pre-load, jack up your 

 (page 110) to avoid damaging the adjusters.

 spanner to adjust the shock spring pre-load.

pension Adjustment

pension Spring Pre-Load

spring pre-load adjuster

1 2 3 4 5
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 part number: 07702-0020001
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Suspe

Position 1: 
Position 2: 
Positions 3 
increase spr
Make sure 
position.
Always adju
5-4-3-2-1). 
damage the

Using a pin
suspension 

Do not atte
see your de
limited to a

Rear Susp
nsion

for a light load and smooth terrain.
standard position.
to 5: for when the SXS is more heavily loaded. (Also 
ing pre-load for stiffer suspension.)

that both shock absorbers are adjusted to the same 

st the shock absorber position in sequence (1-2-3-4-5 or 
Attempting to adjust directly from 1 to 5 or 5 to 1 may 
 shock absorber.

 spanner, which is available from your dealer, the rear 
can be adjusted for carrying heavier cargo.

mpt to disassemble, service, or dispose of the damper; 
aler. The instructions found in this owner’s manual are 
djustments of the shock assembly only.

ension Adjustment
ing Your Honda
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The spring 
driving cond
Honda SXS

Use the pin
Pin spanner
Available th

Position 1: 
Position 2: 
Positions 3 
increase spr
Make sure 
position.
Always adju
5-4-3-2-1). 
damage the

Rear Susp

REAR
Suspension

ety Precautions on page 91.

pre-load adjuster has 5 positions for different load or 
itions. Before adjusting the spring pre-load, jack up your 

 (page 110) to avoid damaging the adjusters.

 spanner to adjust the shock spring pre-load.
 part number: 07702-0020001
rough your dealer.

for a light load and smooth terrain.
standard position.
to 5: for when the SXS is more heavily loaded. (Also 
ing pre-load for stiffer suspension.)

that both shock absorbers are adjusted to the same 

ension Spring Pre-Load

spring pre-load adjuster

1 2 3 4 5
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Attempting to adjust directly from 1 to 5 or 5 to 1 may 
 shock absorber.
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Brake

The hydrau
heat genera
wheels are 

As the front
A leak in th

There are n
must be ins
frequently t

If the brake
spongy, see

Refer to Saf

Push down
normally.
Check for d

The recomm
brake fluid 
from a seale
sealed cont
have absorb

Brake Op

Brake Flu

brake flu
s

lic disc braking system on your Honda SXS dissipates the 
ted by the friction of the brake pads on the disc as the 

slowed.

 and rear brake pads wear, the brake fluid level will drop. 
e system will also cause the level to drop.

o adjustments to perform, but fluid level and pad wear 
pected periodically. The system must also be inspected 
o ensure there are no fluid leaks.

 pedal freeplay seems abnormal or the pedal feels 
 your dealer to have the air bled from the system.

ety Precautions on page 91.

 on the brake pedal to check that the controls operate 

amage to the brake pads and disc plate.

ended brake fluid is Honda DOT 4 Brake Fluid, or any 
of equal quality and performance. Use fresh brake fluid 
d container. Be sure to read the label before opening the 

ainer. An opened container may be contaminated or may 

eration Check

id Recommendation

id Honda DOT 4 Brake Fluid
ing Your Honda

ed moisture from the air.
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Brakes

(cont’d)

Refer to Safety Precautions on page 91.

Brake Fluid Level
If your inspection indicates a low fluid level, have your dealer inspect 
the brake system for possible leaks or worn brake pads.

The brake fluid level will drop as the brake pads wear.

Do not add or replace brake fluid, except in an emergency. If you do 
add fluid, have your dealer check the system as soon as possible.

NOTICE
Brake fluid can damage plastic and painted surfaces. Handle with care.

Check the fluid level on level ground.
1. Slide the brake fluid reservoir tank cap cover up a little to reveal 

the MAX level mark. Do not remove the brake fluid reservoir tank 
cap cover.

It should be between the MIN and MAX level marks. If the level is at or 
below the MIN level mark, check the brake pads for wear (page 157).

Fluid Level Inspection

brake fluid reservoir tank cap coverLEFT FRONT

MAX
MIN

brake fluid 
reservoir tank
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Brake

2. Return th

Worn brake
your brake 

Wipe up sp
If brake flui
clean water
If brake flui
and, if nece

• Make su
• Check f

hoses ar

Other Ins
s

e brake fluid reservoir tank cap cover to its normal position.

 pads should be replaced. If the pads are not worn, have 
system inspected for leaks.

ills immediately. Avoid contact with skin or eyes.
d comes in contact with your eyes, wash them out with 
 and immediately call a doctor.
d comes in contact with your skin, wash with clean water 
ssary, call a doctor.

re there are no fluid leaks.
or deterioration or cracks in the hoses and fittings. If the 
e worn or cracked, have them replaced by your dealer.

pections
ing Your Honda
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Brake pad w
conditions. 
conditions.I
determine t

Note that th
braking wh

Front:
If you hear 
brakes, the
checked by

Rear:
Check the w
reference m
service.

Brake Pad

RIGHT RE
Brakes

ety Precautions on page 91.

ear will depend upon the severity of usage and driving 
The pads will wear faster in wet, sandy, or muddy 
nspect the pads during all regular service intervals to 
he pad wear.

e pads are designed to make a metallic noise during 
en they reach the wear limit.

a continuous metallic friction sound when applying the 
 brake pads need to be replaced. Have the vehicle 
 a dealer.

ear indicator. If the wear indicator aligns with the 
ark, replace both pads as a set, see your dealer for this 

 Wear

reference mark
AR
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brake caliper wear indicator
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Brake

Refer to Saf

Check that 
abnormally

Brake Ped

CHECK T
PEDAL M
s

ety Precautions on page 91.

the brake pedal moves smoothly and does not feel 
 spongy. Refer to the maintenance schedule on page 96.

al Inspection

HAT THE BRAKE 
OVES SMOOTHLY.

brake pedal
ing Your Honda
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Inspection
Measure th
Freeplay is m
when lever 
Parking bra

1 9/16 –

If adjustme
dealer.

Parking B

1 9/16 –
(40 – 50
Brakes

ety Precautions on page 91.

e freeplay of the parking brake.
easured from the lever fully disengaged (at stopper) to 

is pulled up and resistance is felt in lever.
ke lever freeplay is:
 1 15/16 in (40 – 50 mm)

nt is necessary, have the parking brake adjusted by your 

rake Lever Freeplay

parking 
brake lever

 1 15/16 in 
 mm)
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Brake

Refer to Saf

Periodically
located und
behind -- th
The brake l
Adjustment
adjusting nu
late, and in

Brake Lig

UNDER F
LEFT SIDE
s

ety Precautions on page 91.

 check the operation of the brake light switch. It is 
er the front hood (page 105), just above -- and slightly 
e brake fluid reservoir.

ight should turn on just before the brake works.
 is done by holding the switch body and turning the 
t. Turn the nut in direction (A) if the switch operates too 

 direction (B) if the switch operates too soon.

ht Switch Adjustment

RONT HOOD

brake light switch

A

B

ing Your Honda
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The followi
check your 
damage, an

WAR

Us
im
ca
se

Fo
re
Tires

erate your Honda SXS, your tires must be the proper type 
 good condition with adequate tread, and correctly 

ng pages give detailed information on how and when to 
air pressure, how to inspect your tires for wear and 
d our recommendations for tire repair and replacement.

NING 3WARNING
ing tires that are excessively worn, 
properly inflated, damaged, or overloaded 
n cause a crash in which you can be 
riously hurt or killed.

llow all instructions in this owner’s manual 
garding tire inflation and maintenance.
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Tires

Refer to Saf

Properly inf
tread life, a
unevenly, a
being overh
harshly, are
unevenly.

Make sure 
caps.

Air Pressu
ety Precautions on page 91.

lated tires provide the best combination of handling, 
nd driving comfort. Generally, underinflated tires wear 
dversely affect handling, and are more likely to fail from 
eated. Overinflated tires make your Honda SXS drive 
 more prone to damage from surface hazards, and wear 

the valve stem caps are secure. If necessary, install new 

re
ing Your Honda



Always che
pressure wh
only been d
let air out o
pressures, t
pressure at 
temperatur

The recomm

FRONT
REAR
Tires

ck air pressure when your tires are “cold.” If you check air 
en your tires are “warm” — even if your Honda SXS has 
riven for a few miles — the readings will be higher. If you 
f warm tires to match the recommended cold tire 
he tires will be underinflated. Be sure to check tire 
the driving site, since changes in altitude and 
e can affect air pressure.

ended “cold” tire pressures are:

10 psi (70 kPa)
10 psi (70 kPa)
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Tires

A manually
pressure sys
possibility o
pressure sys
check the p
damage fro

Refer to Saf

Whenever y
• Bumps o

tire that
• Cuts, sli

fabric or
• Nails or 

tread.
• Excessiv

WAR

Op
tir
ov
co
kil

• A
i

• A
d

Inspectio
 operated tire pump should be used rather than the high 
tem found in service stations. This will minimize the 
f tire damage from overinflation. If you use a high 
tem at a service station, add air in small amounts and 
ressure increase frequently to prevent possible tire 
m overinflation.

ety Precautions on page 91.

ou check the tire pressures, you should also look for:
r bulges in the side of the tire or the tread. Replace any 

 has a bump or bulge.
ts, or cracks in the tires. Replace the tire if you can see 
 cord.

NING 3WARNING
erating this Honda SXS with improper 

es, uneven tire pressure, damaged tires, or 
erloading the tires may cause loss of 
ntrol, and you could be seriously injured or 
led.

lways use the size and type tires specified 
n this owner’s manual for this vehicle.
lways maintain proper tire pressure as 
escribed in this owner’s manual.

n

ing Your Honda

other foreign objects embedded in the side of the tire or 

e tread wear.



Also, if you
as you safe

Tread Wear

To check th
the center o
For best pe
depth at th

front
rear

FRONT

wear 

REAR
Tires

 hit a hard object or obstacle while driving, stop as soon 
ly can and carefully inspect the tires for damage.

e condition of a tire tread, measure the groove depth in 
f the tire, or check the wear indicator.

rformance, you should replace a tire before the tread 
e center reaches the following limits:

groove depth
3/16 in (4 mm)

wear indicator 
location mark

indicator
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Tires

Refer to Saf

We strongly
punctured o
either temp
performanc

A temporar
situation. H
drive very s
replaced or
information
page 199.)

A permane
a tire has on
you should 
not be able
tire repaired

If you have 
recommend

Tire Repa
ety Precautions on page 91.

 recommend that you replace, not repair, any tire that is 
r damaged. As discussed below, a tire that is repaired, 

orarily or permanently, will have lower speed and 
e limits than a new or undamaged tire.

y repair can sometimes be made in an emergency 
owever, since a temporary repair may not hold, you must 
lowly, preferably without any cargo, and have the tire 
 permanently repaired as soon as possible. (For more 
 on temporary repairs, see If You Have a Flat Tire, 

nt repair, such as an internal plug patch, can be made if 
ly a small puncture in the tread area. With such a repair, 

drive very slowly for the first 24 hours. However you may 
 to safely carry as much weight. If you choose to have a 
, be sure the repair work is performed by a professional.

a tire professionally repaired at a non-Honda facility, we 
 that you have the work checked by your Honda dealer.

ir
ing Your Honda
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combinatio

It is best to 
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The recomm

When you r
Have the tir
If you have 
recommend

Tire Repl

WAR

In
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Al
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front
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Tires

ety Precautions on page 91.

at came on your Honda SXS were designed to match the 
e capabilities of the vehicle and provide the best 
n of handling, braking, and comfort.

replace all four tires. However, if that is not possible, you 
e the tires in pairs (front or rear) with tires of the same 
e as the originals. Never replace just one tire.

ended tires for your Honda SXS are:

eplace a tire, remember:

acement

NING 3WARNING
stalling improper tires on your Honda SXS 
n affect handling and stability. This can 
use a crash in which you can be seriously 
rt or killed.

ways use the size and type of tires 
commended in this owner’s manual.

24X8.00-12 NHS MAXXIS M977H
24X10.00-12 NHS MAXXIS M978H
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 that you have the work checked by your Honda dealer.
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Whee

Check that 
deformatio

Inspectio
ls

the wheel nuts are tight and there are no cracks or 
n in the wheel.

n

CHECK FOR CRACKS 
OR DEFORMATION.

CHECK THAT THE WHEEL NUTS 
ARE TIGHT
ing Your Honda
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Driveshaft Boots

Refer to Safety Precautions on page 91.

Check the boots for tears or traces of splattered grease.
If necessary, have your dealer replace them.

FRONT

driveshaft boots

driveshaft boots

REAR

front arm ball 
joint boots

front arm ball 
joint boots

steering gearbox boots
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Electrical

Batter

Your Honda
have to che
you would 

NOTICE
Your batter
damaged if

Electrical ac
the ignition
allows the b
your Honda
charge the 

If you do no
we recomm
battery cab

If you plan 

If your batte
starting or o

WARNING
lead and lea
y

 SXS has a maintenance-free type battery. You do not 
ck the battery electrolyte level or add distilled water as 
with a conventional-type battery.

y is a maintenance-free type and can be permanently 
 the cap strip is removed.

cessories use current from the battery, some even when 
 is OFF (w). Limited operation of your Honda SXS also 
attery to discharge. If you have electrical accessories on 
 SXS, or do not drive frequently, we recommend that you 
battery frequently (see Battery Charging, page 174).

t expect to drive your Honda SXS for at least two weeks, 
end you remove the battery, or at least disconnect the 

les (negative cable first).

to store your Honda SXS, see Battery Storage, page 171.

ry seems weak and/or is leaking electrolyte (causing slow 
ther electrical problems), see your dealer.

: Battery posts, terminals and related accessories contain 
d compounds. Wash your hands after handling.
ing Your Honda
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If you plan t
battery and
maintain its

If you do no
battery cab

Check the t
remove it, c
water. It wi
with plain w

You will ge
slow chargi
Before you 
that follows

Battery S

WAR

Th
du

A 
ex
hu

W
ha
m

Battery

ety Precautions on page 91.

o store your Honda SXS, we recommend you remove the 
 store it where it can be charged every 30 days to 
 service life.

t remove the battery, we recommend disconnecting the 
les (negative cable first).

erminals for corrosion (a white or yellowish powder). To 
over the terminals with a solution of baking soda and 
ll bubble up and turn brown. When this stops, wash it off 
ater. Dry off the battery with a cloth or paper towel.

t the best storage results from removing the battery and 
ng it every 30 days (see Battery Charging, page 174).
remove the battery, be sure to read all the information 
, as well as the information on the battery label.

torage

NING 3WARNING
e battery gives off explosive hydrogen gas 
ring normal operation.

spark or flame can cause the battery to 
plode with enough force to kill or seriously 
rt you.
Servicing Your Honda 171

ear protective clothing and a face shield, or 
ve a skilled mechanic do the battery 

aintenance.
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Batter

The battery

Removal
1. Make su
2. Remove
3. Release 
4. Disconn

then dis
5. Remove
6. Charge 

been dr
7. Store yo

area pro
8. Clean th

the batt
9. Slow ch

days.

battery 
y

 is located under the right side of rear fender.

re the ignition switch is OFF (w).
 the bolts and battery cover.
the ring and remove the rubber band.
ect the negative (-) terminal lead from the battery first, 
connect the positive (+) terminal lead.
 the battery from the battery box.
the battery (see the following section), unless you have 
iving regularly.
ur battery in an easy-to-reach location off the floor, in an 
tected from freezing temperature and direct sunlight.
e battery box after removing the battery for storage. Dry 
ery box.
arge the battery (see following section) once every 30 

cover bolts
ing Your Honda



Installation
Reinstall in 
Be sure to c
terminal.

Make sure 
reconnecte

positive (
Battery

the reverse order of removal.
onnect the positive (+) terminal first, then the negative (-) 

the clock is set to the proper time after the battery is 
d (page 25).

+) terminal lead

batteryrubber band

negative (-) terminal lead
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Batter

Refer to Saf

Be sure to r
and follow 
damage the

We recomm
Honda, wh
be left conn
battery. Ho
longer than
instructions

Avoid using
charger can
damage.

Battery C
y

ety Precautions on page 91.

ead the information that came with your battery charger 
the instructions on the battery. Improper charging may 
 battery.

end using a charger designed specifically for your 
ich can be purchased from your dealer. These units can 
ected for long periods without risking damage to the 

wever, do not intentionally leave the charger connected 
 the time period recommended in the charger’s 
.

harging

charger
ing Your Honda

 an automotive-type battery charger. An automotive 
 overheat a Honda SXS battery and cause premature 



Frequent cle
longer.
Frequent cl
Honda SXS

Refer to Saf

• To clean
– water
– Honda
– a mild
– a mild
– a mild

• Avoid p
solvents
camoufl

• If your H
engine a

• Park in a
may cau
sun’s br

• Spotting
you hav

• Clean yo
• We reco

your Ho
operate
SXS.

NOTICE
High pressu
SXS.

General R
Appearance Care

aning and polishing will keep your Honda looking newer 

eaning also identifies you as an owner who values his 
. A clean Honda SXS is also easier to inspect and service.

ety Precautions on page 91.

 your Honda SXS, you may use:

brite
, neutral detergent and water
 spray and wipe cleaner/polisher
 spray and rinse cleaner/degreaser and water
roducts that contain harsh detergents or chemical 
 that could damage the metal, paint, plastic, and 
age coating on your Honda SXS.
onda SXS is still warm from recent operation, give the 
nd exhaust system time to cool off.
 shady area. Washing your Honda SXS in bright sunlight 
se the finish to fade because water droplets intensify the 
ightness.
 is also more likely because surface water can dry before 
e time to wipe it off.
ur Honda SXS regularly to protect surface finishes.
mmend the use of a low pressure garden hose to wash 
nda SXS. High pressure washers (like those at coin-
d car washers) can damage certain parts of your Honda 

ecommendations
Servicing Your Honda 175

re water (or air) can damage certain parts of your Honda 
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Appea

• After cle
coolant 

Refer to Saf

1. Rinse yo
loose di

2. Fill a bu
such as 
washing

3. Wash yo
check fo
to remo

4. After wa
clean w
corrode

5. Dry you
water on
As you d

6. Start the
heat wil

7. As a pre
the brak
normal 
The head
while dri

Any con
few min
Howeve
inside th

Washing
rance Care

aning, inspect for damage, wear, and leaks (fuel, oil, 
and brake fluid).

ety Precautions on page 91.

ur Honda SXS thoroughly with cool water to remove 
rt.
cket with cool water. Mix in a mild, neutral detergent, 
dish washing liquid or a product made especially for 
 motorcycles or automobiles.
ur Honda SXS with a sponge or soft towel. As you wash, 
r heavy grime. If necessary, use a mild cleaner/degreaser 
ve the grime.
shing, rinse your Honda SXS thoroughly with plenty of 

ater to remove any residue. Detergent residue can 
 alloy parts.
r Honda SXS with a chamois or a soft towel. Leaving 
 the surface to air dry can cause dulling and water spots. 
ry, inspect for chips and scratches.
 engine and let it idle for several minutes. The engine 
l help dry moist areas.
caution, drive your Honda SXS at a slow speed and apply 
es several times. This will help dry the brakes and restore 
braking performance.
lights' inside lens may fog temporarily after washing or 

ving in the rain. This does not impact the headlight function.

 Your Honda SXS with a Mild Detergent
ing Your Honda

densation inside the headlight should dissipate after a 
utes of running the engine with the headlight(s) on.
r, if you see a large amount of water or ice accumulated 
e lens(es), have your vehicle inspected by your dealer.



Refer to Saf

Avoid using
component

Suggestion

Spray Cle

Honda S
Dust and
smudges

Light roa

Heavy gr
Brake du

Dull, cor
or alumi
Appearance Care

ety Precautions on page 91.

 spray cleaner products on the tires or suspension 
s.

s for using spray cleaners:

aning Your Honda SXS

XS condition Recommended Cleaning
 fingerprint 
.

Apply a spray cleaner/polish 
and wipe paint, chrome, glass, 
and clear plastic.

d grime. Spray any difficult-to-reach or 
very dirty areas with a spray 
cleaner/degreaser.
Rinse and dry.
Apply a spray cleaner/polish 
and wipe with a non-abrasive 
cloth.

ime. Oil leaks. 
st.

Use a spray cleaner/degreaser. 
If necessary, rub with a 
sponge.
Rinse and dry.
Apply a spray cleaner/polish 
and wipe with a non-abrasive 
cloth.

roded chrome 
num.

Apply a high quality chrome/
aluminum polish and wipe 
Servicing Your Honda 177

with a non-abrasive cloth.
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Appea

Refer to Saf

After washi
available sp
the job. Use
motorcycles
the instruct

If a surface o
touch-up pa
Honda SXS’

If the frame
prevent cor
layers of to

Refer to Saf

The exhaus
stained by m
are sticking
debris is fou

To remove m
then rinse w

If necessary
fine texture
mud or dus

Finishing

Exhaust P
rance Care

ety Precautions on page 91.

ng your Honda SXS, consider using a commercially 
ray cleaner/polish or quality liquid or paste wax to finish 
 only a non-abrasive polish or wax made specifically for 
 or automobiles. Apply the polish or wax according to 
ions on the container.

n your Honda SXS is chipped or scratched, your dealer has 
int to match your Honda SXS’s color. Be sure to use your 
s color code (page 217) when you buy touch-up paint.

 has a chip that exposes the metal, first apply primer (to 
rosion) and then apply the touch-up paint. Several thin 
uch-up paint are better than one thick coat.

ety Precautions on page 91.

t pipe and muffler are stainless steel but may become 
ud or dust. Make sure no flammable materials or debris 

 to the exhaust system. If any flammable materials or 
nd, remove it. 

ud or dust, use a wet sponge and a liquid kitchen abrasive, 
ell with clean water. Dry with chamois or a soft towel.

 Touches

ipe and Muffler Maintenance
ing Your Honda

, remove heat stains by using a commercially available 
 compound. Then rinse by the same manner as removing 
t.
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Tips

e helpful advice on how to prepare for an off-road 
how to transport and store your Honda, and how to be 
entally responsible Honda SXS owner.

r a Drive................................................................. 180
ake to the Operating Area...................................... 180
ake on the Trail ...................................................... 181
g Your Honda ......................................................... 182
r Honda.................................................................. 184
n for Storage.......................................................... 185
rom Storage ........................................................... 187
nvironment ............................................................ 188
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Prepa

A safe and 
preparation
have troubl
you expect 

Before drivi
special perm
other driver
of Land Ma
(Canada on
sources of i

Along with
take along 
some of the
Unexpected

We recomm
your owner
include:
• a tool ki
• tire repa
• wire, du
• extra ga

What to 
ring for a Drive

enjoyable drive begins with good planning and 
. Always drive with at least one other person in case you 
e, and let someone know where you’re going and when 
to return.

ng in an unfamiliar area, find out in advance if you need 
its, get maps so you can study the terrain, and talk to 

s who know the area. The Forest Service and the Bureau 
nagement (USA only), the Ministry of Natural Resources 
ly), driver’s clubs, and off-road magazines are good 
nformation.

 your Honda SXS and personal safety gear, you should 
some tools and supplies in case you have a problem. For 
 difficulties you might encounter, see Taking Care of the 
, which begins on page 189.

end that you always take water, food, a first aid kit, and 
’s manual. Other items you should consider taking along 

t
ir supplies and tools
ct tape, and rope
soline and a fire extinguisher

Take to the Operating Area



What you ta
how long y
how experi

If you decid
trail, be sur
Also, be sur
(page 61).

What to 
Preparing for a Drive

ke with you during a ride depends on the kind of terrain, 
ou expect to drive, how far you might go from help, and 
enced you or your companions are in making repairs.

e to take some tools, spare parts, or other supplies on the 
e you can carry them safely and know how to use them. 
e to follow the loading guidelines and weight limits 

Take on the Trail
Tips 181
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Transp

Do not tow
a trailer.

Follow thes
1. Set the 
orting Your Honda

 your Honda SXS behind a car or other vehicle except on 

e procedures:
parking brake, and the drive mode select lever in 4WD.



Tips 183

Transporting Your Honda

2. Secure the vehicle with tie-down straps in the areas shown.
• Suitable tie-down straps are available from your dealer.
• Ordinary rope is not recommended because it can stretch 

under load.
• Using tie-down straps in any other areas can damage your 

Honda SXS.
3. Rock the vehicle back and forth to make sure the tie-down straps 

are tight and the vehicle is secure.
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Storin

If you won’
winter, thor
before stori
will be easie

(USA only)
For more in
Storage Gu

(Canada on
For more in
www.hond
Warranty” 

We suggest
Honda SXS
the deterior
g Your Honda

t be driving for an extended period, such as during the 
oughly inspect your Honda SXS and correct any problem 
ng it. That way, needed repairs won’t be forgotten and it 
r to get your Honda SXS running again.

formation about storage, refer to the Honda Winter 
ide, available from your dealer.

ly)
formation about storage, visit our website at 
a.ca and look up “Storage Tips” under the “Honda 
in the Warranty tab for your Model.

 you perform the following procedures to keep your 
 in top condition. These storage procedures will reduce 
ation that can occur during storage.
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1. Change
2. Make su

solution
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before f
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will circu

4. To preve
• Remo

(page
plug.

• Remo
Do no

• Pour a
cylind

• Turn t
the en

• Reinst
seat b

Preparati
Storing Your Honda

ety Precautions on page 91.

 the engine oil and filter (page 119).
re the cooling system is filled with a 50/50% antifreeze 
 (page 128).
 Honda Fuel Stabilizer or equivalent to the fuel tank 
illing it with fuel. Fill the fuel tank. Make sure the fuel fill 
operly installed. Run the engine so that the treated fuel 
late into the fuel injector.
nt rusting in the cylinder, perform the following:

ve the seat back (page 107) and center rear panel 
108), and disconnect the spark plug cap from the spark 

ve the spark plug.
t connect the spark plug to the spark plug cap.
 tablespoon (15 – 20 cc) of clean engine oil into the 
er and cover the spark plug hole with a piece of cloth.
he ignition switch to the START (p) position and crank 
gine several times to distribute the oil.
all the spark plug, spark plug cap, center rear panel and 
ack.

on for Storage
Tips 185
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Storin
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g Your Honda

 the battery and charge it fully. Store it in an area 
d from freezing temperatures and direct sunlight. Slow 
he battery (page 174) once a month.

d dry your Honda SXS. Wax all painted surfaces.
he tires to their recommended pressures (page 163).
ur Honda SXS in an unheated area, free of dampness, 
m sunlight, with a minimum of daily temperature 
.
ur Honda SXS on blocks to lift all tires off the floor.
ur Honda SXS with a porous material. Avoid using plastic 
r non-breathing, coated materials that restrict air flow 
w heat and moisture to accumulate.

NING 3WARNING
e battery gives off explosive hydrogen gas 
ring normal operation.

spark or flame can cause the battery to 
plode with enough force to kill or seriously 
rt you.

ear protective clothing and a face shield, or 
ve a skilled mechanic do the battery 

aintenance.
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1. Uncover
2. If your H

change 
3. If your H

ask your
4. Charge 
5. Perform

Honda S

Removal 
Storing Your Honda

ety Precautions on page 91.

 and clean your Honda SXS.
onda SXS has been stored for more than four months — 
the engine oil (page 119).
onda SXS has been stored for more than two months — 
 dealer to drain and replace the fuel.
the battery (page 174) as required. Install the battery.
 a pre-ride inspection (page 58), then test-ride your 
XS at low speeds.

from Storage
Tips 187
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Following a
Honda SXS

• Tread L
that are
road veh

• Keep th
quietly a
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also red
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that con
atmosph
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• Recycle
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refuse w
and oce
proper c
sealed c
local or 
find a re
how to 
 the Environment

 operating a Honda SXS can be enjoyable, but you must 
t to protect nature. When you show respect for the land, 
 other people, you also help preserve off-road driving.

re tips on how you can be an environmentally responsible 
 owner.

ightly. Stay on existing paths and trails, avoid surfaces 
 easily damaged, and drive only in areas approved for off-
icles.
e Noise Down. Loud vehicles can be offensive. Drive as 
s possible, don’t remove your spark arrester, and don’t 
he muffler or any other part of your air intake and 
systems. Such modifications not only increase noise, they 
uce engine performance and may be illegal.
 Sensible Cleaners. Use a biodegradable detergent 
u wash your Honda SXS. Avoid aerosol spray cleaners 
tain chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) which damage the 
ere’s protective ozone layer. Don’t throw cleaning 

 away; see the following guidelines for proper disposal.
 Wastes. It’s illegal and thoughtless to put used engine 
 trash, down a drain, or on the ground. Used oil, 
, and cleaning solvents contain poisons that can hurt 
orkers and contaminate our drinking water, lakes, rivers, 
ans. Before changing your oil, make sure you have the 
ontainers. Put oil and other toxic wastes in separate 
ontainers and take them to a recycling center. Call your 
state office of public works or environmental services to 
cycling center in your area, and to get instructions on 
dispose of non-recyclable wastes.
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If a Compo
If the Vehic
king Care of the Unexpected

 challenges you can encounter off-road, there’s a chance 
me something may go wrong. This section gives practical 
lp you deal with a wide range of problems. Take time to 
ction before you drive. Also review the tips in Preparing 
(page 180).

idelines ................................................................... 190
ine Quits or Won’t Start .......................................... 192
Paddles Do Not Function ......................................... 195
mission Is Not Functioning Properly ......................... 196
Gear Selection & Operation .................................... 197
 a Flat Tire............................................................... 199
Coolant Temperature Indicator Lights ...................... 202
ws.......................................................................... 204

h ............................................................................. 208
 Your Key ................................................................ 209
ry Is Low.................................................................. 210
nent Fails................................................................. 212
le Speed Does Not Exceed 15 mph (24 km/h) .......... 213
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Taking

Keeping yo
the possibil
can arise ev

Remember 
came with 
supplies and
your own.

If somethin
as soon as y
tire, or you 
feel right. If
endanger y

After stopp
your Honda
before you 

If a problem
skills to ma
trail and co

When a pro
supplies, ex
the safest w

General G
 Care of the Unexpected

ur Honda SXS well-maintained is the best way to reduce 
ity of having a problem while driving. However, problems 
en with well-maintained machines.

to take along your owner’s manual, the tool kit that 
your Honda SXS, and any other items (such as tire repair 
 additional tools) that might help you solve a problem on 

g goes wrong during a drive, the first thing to do is stop 
ou safely can. Do not continue driving if you have a flat 
hear an unusual noise, or your Honda SXS just doesn’t 
 you continue driving, you could cause more damage and 
our own safety.

ing, take time to assess the situation. Carefully inspect 
 SXS to identify the problem, then consider your options 
decide what to do.

 is relatively minor and you have the tools, supplies, and 
ke a permanent repair, you may be able to fix it on the 
ntinue driving.

blem is more serious — or you don’t have the tools, 
perience, or time to deal with it — you need to choose 
ay to get yourself and your Honda SXS back home.

uidelines
 Care of the Unexpected



Ta

Should you
guidelines:
• Always 
• Take tim

deciding
• If the pr

and skill
repairs m

• Do not c
in safe d

Additional r
king Care of the Unexpected

 ever have a problem while driving, please follow these 

put personal safety first.
e to assess the situation and your options before 
 what to do.

oblem is relatively minor and you have the tools, supplies, 
s to make a temporary repair, be sure to have permanent 
ade as soon as possible.

ontinue driving if you are hurt or your Honda SXS is not 
riving condition.
ecommendations for specific problems follow.
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If You
Start

Proper oper
performanc
be a simple

If you have 
engine perf
you can’t co

If your SXS 
START (p) p
to the Start
starter mot
but the eng
r Engine Quits or Won’t 

ation and maintenance can prevent starting and engine 
e problems. In many cases, the cause of the problem may 
 operational oversight.

a problem starting the engine — or experience poor 
ormance — the following information may help you. If 
rrect the problem, see your dealer.

won’t start, listen as you turn the ignition key to the 
osition. If you don’t hear the starter motor turning, refer 
er motor doesn’t operate symptom. If you can hear the 
or working normally, refer to the Starter motor works, 
ine won’t start symptom.
 Care of the Unexpected



If

SYMPTOM
POSS

transmis
neutral
blown fu

battery l
low batt

faulty st

SYMPTOM

POSS
out of fu
flooded 

loose or 
spark plu

loose ba

weak ba
 Your Engine Quits or Won’t
Start

: Starter motor doesn’t operate. 
IBLE CAUSE WHAT TO DO
sion not in Shift into neutral or press on 

the brake pedal.
se Replace with a new fuse of the 

same rating (page 204).
ead loose Tighten the battery lead.
ery Charge the battery (page 174).

If charging doesn’t help, see 
your dealer.

arter motor If all possible causes are 
negative, the starter motor 
may be faulty. See your dealer.

: Starter motor works, but the engine won’t 
start. 

IBLE CAUSE WHAT TO DO
el Fill the fuel tank.
engine See starting the engine step 5 

(page 67).
unconnected 
g cap

Install the spark plug cap 
securely. If the engine still 
won’t start, see your dealer.

ttery cables Tighten the battery terminal 
bolts.

ttery Charge the battery (page 174). 
If charging doesn’t help, see 
your dealer.
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If You
Start

SYMPTOM
POSS

high coo
tempera

runs erra

blubbers
mixture)
sooty ex
mixture)
detonate
under lo

afterfire

pre-ignit
after ign
OFF)

SYMPTOM

POSS
poor or 
fuel flow
clogged 
r Engine Quits or Won’t 

: Engine starts, but runs poorly. 
IBLE CAUSE WHAT TO DO
lant 
ture

Check the high coolant 
temperature indicator. Refer 
to If the High Coolant 
Temperature Indicator Lights, 
page 202.

tically, misfires May damage catalytic 
converter. See your dealer.

 (rich fuel See your dealer.

haust (rich fuel See your dealer.

s or pings 
ad

If applicable, switch to the 
recommended octane gasoline 
(page 111) or change your 
brand of gasoline. If the 
problem persists, see your 
dealer.

s (backfires) May damage catalytic 
converter. See your dealer.

ion (runs on 
ition switched 

May damage catalytic 
converter. See your dealer.

: Engine starts, but runs poorly or dies when 
hot. 

IBLE CAUSE WHAT TO DO
inadequate 
 due to 

See your dealer.
(ensure clean fuel supply)
 Care of the Unexpected
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instructions

1. If the en
2. Turn the
3. After th

position
4. Pull the 

they are
5. If both p

engine.
If one o
Selectio

When the b
• See If th
If the Shift Paddles Do Not
Function

th shift paddles do not function, see the following 
. If proper function cannot be restored, see your dealer.

gine is running, stop the SXS.
 ignition switch to the “OFF” (w) position.
e engine stops, turn the ignition switch to the “ON” (q) 
.
upshift paddle then the downshift paddle and check that 
 functioning.
addles are functioning, shift into neutral and restart the 

r both paddles are not functioning, see Emergency Gear 
n & Operation, page 197.

attery is low:
e Battery Is Low, page 210.
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If the 
Functi
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See your de
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driving, per
1. Stop the
2. Turn the
3. After th

position
4. Check t

If these effo
inspected b

When the “
“5”, “N”or
Restart the 
location wh
We recomm

When the d
You may dr
However, w
Transmission Is Not 
oning Properly

ransmission is not shifting properly, the gear position 
ill show “–” and blink or the gear position “1”, “2”, 
5”, “N”or “R” is blinking.

aler to check and restore the transmission.

osition indicator shows “–” and blink or the gear 
1”, “2”, “3”, “4”, “5”, “N”or “R” is blinking while 
form the following:
 SXS.
 ignition switch to the OFF (w) position.
e engine stops, turn the ignition switch to the ON (q) 
.
he gear position indicator.

rts do not restore proper operation, have your SXS 
y your dealer.

–” is blinking or the gear position “1”, “2”, “3”, “4”, 
 “R” is blinking in the gear position indicator:
engine; drive the SXS by operating the shift paddles to a 
ere it can be loaded and transported to your dealer.
end that you drive slowly in 1st gear.

isplay on the gear position indicator returns to normal:
ive on the SXS as usual after restarting the engine.
e urge you to have your SXS inspected by your dealer.
 Care of the Unexpected



If the shift p
manually se
where it ca

1. Make su
2. Turn the
3. Remove
4. Gear ch
5. Check t

If the tra
If the tra
cover an
be able t
(page 19

6. Apply th
7. Turn the
8. Select th

gear pos
to Shift 

9. Return t
10. Install th
11. Install th
12. Get into

be repai
Emergency Gear Selection &
Operation

addles do not operate, use the following procedure to 
lect a gear so you may drive the vehicle to a location 
n be loaded and transported to a dealer.

re unit is on level ground.
 ignition switch to the “ON” (q) position.
 the seat bottom (page 106).
ange tool is located under the seat bottom on left side.
he neutral indicator:
nsmission is in neutral, go to step 6.
nsmission is not in neutral, fold open the rubber dust 
d use the gear change tool to shift to neutral so you will 
o start the engine, Refer to How to Shift Gears Manually: 
8).
e parking brake.
 key to start the engine.
e gear you want. For running on level ground: 3rd or 4th 
ition. For mountain roads: 2nd or 3rd gear. Refer to How 
Gears Manually: (page 198).
he gear change tool to its holder under the seat bottom.
e rubber dust cover.
e seat bottom.
 the SXS. Drive it at a safe speed to a place where it can 
red or serviced.
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Emerg
Opera

How to Shi

• With the
change 
which is

• To down
To upsh

• If the tra
and try a
change 

• Return t
side.

Do not atte
while drivin
If the transm
is functionin
paddles wil
switch to th
position.

downsh
(counte
ency Gear Selection & 
tion

ft Gears Manually:

 SXS unoccupied, align the hexagonal hole of the gear 
tool with the hexagonal end of the secondary spindle 
 located on the front crankcase.
shift, turn the gear change tool counterclockwise.

ift, turn the gear change tool clockwise.
nsmission does not shift, rock the vehicle back and forth 
gain. If the transmission still will not shift, invert the gear 

tool and try again.
he gear change tool to its under seat bottom on the left 

mpt to shift gears manually using the gear change tool 
g.
ission is shifted manually when the electric shift system 
g, the system will shutdown automatically and the shift 

l not operate. To reactivate the system, turn the ignition 
e “OFF” (w) position, then turn it back to the “ON” (q) 

ift 
rclockwise)

upshift 
(clockwise)

gear change tool
 Care of the Unexpected



How you ha
tire damage

If you have 
make a tem
outside of t
tires.)

A plug-type
stations, pr
instruction 
to make a t

As soon as 
dealer.
Any tire tha

Whenever t
or available
pump and a

If the leak i
tire must be
damaged (p
installing th

If you are un
for help. W
flat tire. The
off the rim,
overturn.
If You Have a Flat Tire

ndle a flat tire on the trail depends on how serious the 
 is, and what tools and supplies you have with you.

a slow leak or a minor puncture, use the plug method to 
porary repair. (The plug method is applied from the 
he tire and is the same as that for conventional tubeless 

 repair kit, available at most auto parts stores or service 
ovides a plug, an installation tool, tire cement, and an 
sheet. Follow the instructions provided with the repair kit 
emporary repair.

possible, have the tire permanently repaired by your 

t cannot be repaired should be replaced.

he Honda SXS is to be operated far from service facilities 
 transportation, we recommend that you carry a tire 
 repair kit with the vehicle.

s more serious, or a temporary repair doesn't hold, the 
 replaced. The tire will also need to be replaced if it is 
age 164). Replacing a tire involves removing and re-
e wheel (page 200).

able to repair a flat tire on the trail, you will need to send 
e strongly recommend that you do not try to drive with a 
 Honda SXS will be hard to handle, and if the tire comes 
 it may lock up the wheel and cause you to crash or 
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If You

Refer to Saf

Removal
1. Park you
2. Loosen 
3. Raise th
4. Remove
5. Remove

• Avoid
when 
can ca
reasse

Emergen
 Have a Flat Tire

ety Precautions on page 91.

r Honda SXS on a firm, level surface.
— but do not remove — the wheel nuts.
e front (or rear) wheels off the ground (page 110).
 the wheel nuts.
 the wheel.
 getting grease, oil, or dirt on the disc or pad surfaces 
removing and installing each wheel. Any contamination 
use poor brake performance or rapid pad wear after 
mbly.

cy Wheel Removal/Installation

wheel nuts wheel rim

wheel nuts
 Care of the Unexpected



Installation
1. Thoroug
2. Position
3. Position

rim.
4. Hand-tig

Honda S
crisscros

98 lb

If a torque 
soon as pos
lead to loss
If You Have a Flat Tire

hly clean hub and wheel.
 the wheel.
 the wheel nuts so that the tapered sides face the wheel 

hten the wheel nuts on the wheel, then lower the 
XS to the ground before tightening the nuts in a 
s (rather than circular) pattern to the specified torque:
f·ft (133 N·m, 13.6 kgf·m)

wrench was not used for installation, see your dealer as 
sible to verify proper assembly. Improper assembly may 
 of control and braking capability.
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If the 
Indica

Normally, th
momentaril
flicker at or
High coolan
the radiator
oil leak, a c
extended o
If the all sec
segment H 
you’re drivi
as soon as i

NOTICE
Continuing
engine can 

• A steam
and wai
touch th

• Check f
• If there’

coolant 
coolant 
indicato
return to

• Check t
If the fa
(page 20
replace 
engine. 
segmen
turn the
If the ra
the rese
to touch
High Coolant Temperature 
tor Lights

e high coolant temperature indicator will only light 
y when you turn the ignition ON (q). Occasionally, it may 
 near idling speed.
t temperature may be caused by restriction of air flow to 
 (such as mud caked on the radiator), extended idling, an 
oolant leak, a low oil level, a low coolant level, or 
peration under adverse conditions.
tions of the coolant temperature gauge including 
and high coolant temperature indicator are on while 
ng, don’t ignore it. Pull safely to a stop. Stop the engine 
t’s safe to do so, and let it cool.

 to drive with high coolant temperature or an overheated 
cause serious engine damage.

ing engine indicates a coolant leak. Shut the engine off 
t until the steaming stops. Look for a leak, but don’t 
e engine or radiator system. Let everything cool off first.

or any restriction of air flow to the radiator.
s no obvious problem, leave the engine on so the fan and 
circulating system can continue working. Monitor the 
temperature gauge and high coolant temperature 
r. The coolant temperature gauge and indicator may 
 normal after a brief stop with no load on the engine.

he radiator fan.
n is not working, turn the engine off. Open the fuse box 
5) and check the radiator fan fuse. If the fuse is blown, 

it with the proper (same rating) spare fuse. Start the 
If all sections of the coolant temperature gauge including 
t H and high coolant temperature indicator are stay on, 
 Care of the Unexpected

 engine off.
diator fan is working, visually check the coolant level in 
rve tank, located under the front hood. It isn’t necessary 
 the radiator system.



If th

• If the re
coolant 
check th
tempera
If the in
repair.
Transpo
If the te
has gon

• Check f
• Check t

(page 11
SXS to g

• Start the
and high

If the coola
resume driv
is repaired b

If there’s a 
watching th
to stop and
your Honda
e High Coolant Temperature
Indicator Lights

serve tank is low or empty, don’t drive without adding 
(page 129). After adding coolant, turn the engine on and 
e coolant temperature gauge and high coolant 
ture indicator.
dicator doesn’t turn off, do not drive. The engine needs 

rt your Honda SXS to a dealer (page 182).
mperature drops to normal, check the coolant level. If it 
e down, add more coolant.
or an oil leak.
he oil level. If necessary, add the recommended oil 
5) to the upper level mark. If you must leave your Honda 
et oil, secure it as much as possible.
 engine, and check that the coolant temperature gauge 
 coolant temperature indicator are normal.

nt temperature gauge and indicator return to normal, 
ing. If there is a leak, do not drive the SXS until the leak 
y your dealer.

mild coolant leak, you can drive for a while, carefully 
e coolant temperature gauge and indicator. Be prepared 
 add more coolant or water. If the leak is bad, transport 
 SXS to your dealer (page 182).
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If a Fu

All of the el
them from 
overload).

If somethin
thing you s

Check all th
cause of th
component

The main fu
under the r

Recommen

main fus
circuit fu
se Blows

ectrical circuits on your Honda SXS have fuses to protect 
damage caused by excess current flow (short circuit or 

g electrical on your Honda SXS stops working, the first 
hould check for is a blown fuse.

e fuses before looking elsewhere for another possible 
e problem. Replace any blown fuses and check 
 operation.

se and the circuit fuses are located in the battery box 
ight side of rear fender.

ded Fuses

e 40 A
ses 30 A, 15 A x 4, 10 A x 2

blown fuse
 Care of the Unexpected



Main Fuse A
1. To preve

OFF (w) 
2. To acces
3. Remove
4. Pull the 

Spare m
5. Install th

main

RIGHT RE
If a Fuse Blows

ccess
nt an accidental short circuit, turn the ignition switch 
before checking or replacing the fuses.
s the main fuse, remove the battery cover (page 172).
 the fuse cover.
main fuse out. If it is blown, install the spare main fuse. 
ain fuse is located in reverse side of the battery cover.
e fuse cover.

 fuse fuse cover

AR

spare main fuse

battery cover
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If a Fu

Circuit Fuse
6. To acces
7. To check

is blown
Spare fu

If you do no
circuit, insta

NOTICE
Replacing a
the chance 

8. Install th
9. Install th

spare fuse
se Blows

 Access
s the circuit fuse, remove the fuse box cover.
 or replace a circuit fuse, pull the old fuse out. If the fuse 
, replace it with a spare fuse of the same rating.
ses are located in the fuse box.

t have a replacement fuse with the proper rating for the 
ll one with a lower rating.

 fuse with one that has a higher rating greatly increases 
of damage to the electrical system.

e fuse box cover.
e battery cover.

circuit fusess

fuse box covercircuit fuses
 Care of the Unexpected



If you do no
without fixi
rating from
temporarily

If you repla
replace the
remember t

If the replac
there is pro
Leave the b
checked by
If a Fuse Blows

t have a spare fuse and you cannot drive the Honda SXS 
ng the problem, take a fuse of the same rating or a lower 
 one of the other circuits that you can do without 
.

ce a blown fuse with a spare fuse that has a lower rating, 
 fuse with the correct rating as soon as you can. Also 
o replace any spare fuses that were installed.

ement fuse of the same rating burns out in a short time, 
bably a serious electrical problem on your Honda SXS. 
lown fuse in that circuit and have your Honda SXS 
 your dealer.
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If You

Personal saf
has been in
whether it i
someone fo

If you decid
evaluate th
it off and lo
tightness of
wheel, cont

If there is m
but decide 
slowly and 

Sometimes,
When you g
any problem
frame, susp
after any se
 Crash

ety is your first priority after a crash. If you or anyone else 
jured, take time to assess the severity of the injuries and 
s safe to continue driving. If you cannot drive safely, send 
r help. Do not drive if you will risk further injury.

e that you are capable of driving your SXS safely, first 
e condition of your SXS. If the engine is still running, turn 
ok it over carefully; inspect it for fluid leaks, check the 
 critical nuts and bolts securing such parts as the steering 
rol levers, brakes, and wheels.

inor damage, or you are unsure about possible damage 
to try driving the Honda SXS back to your base, drive 
cautiously.

 crash damage is hidden or not immediately apparent. 
et home, thoroughly check your Honda SXS and correct 
s you find. Also, be sure to have your dealer check the 

ension, seat belts, and occupant protective structure 
rious crash.
 Care of the Unexpected



Be sure to r
key numbe
duplicate ke

If you lose y
spare or hav
dealer wher
in their reco
the nearest
ignition swi
key for you
If You Lose Your Key

ecord your key number. Store the spare key and recorded 
r in a safe location. You’ll need this number to have a 
y made.

our key and aren’t carrying a duplicate, either get your 
e one made. If you don’t know your key number, call the 
e you purchased your Honda SXS. They may have it listed 
rds. If they don’t, transport your Honda SXS to them or 

 dealer. The dealer will probably have to remove the 
tch assembly to find the key number so they can make a 
.

key number
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If the 

If the batte
poorly, and
Jump startin
Instead, the
If you can’t
contact you

WARNING
lead and lea

However, w
the instruct

NOTICE
If a battery 
Attempting
rupture.

Use a batte
equivalent.

WAR

Th
du

A 
ex
hu

W
ha
m

Battery Is Low

ry is low, the starter motor doesn’t operate or works 
 you can’t start the engine.
g your Honda SXS should be avoided.
 battery should be removed and recharged (page 174).

 charge the battery or it appears unable to hold a charge, 
r dealer.

: Battery posts, terminals and related accessories contain 
d compounds. Wash your hands after handling.

hen there is no option other than jump starting, follow 
ions given below.

sits in extreme cold, the electrolyte inside can freeze.
 to jump start with a frozen battery can cause it to 

NING 3WARNING
e battery gives off explosive hydrogen gas 
ring normal operation.

spark or flame can cause the battery to 
plode with enough force to kill or seriously 
rt you.

ear protective clothing and a face shield, or 
ve a skilled mechanic do the battery 

aintenance.
 Care of the Unexpected

ry that is the same as the one in the vehicle or an 



1. To preve
OFF (w).

2. Remove
3. Using a 

of the ju
positive 
positive 

4. Connec
battery,
jumper 

5. After sta
jumper 
positive 
the char

6. Install th
• Do no

negat
• If the j

revers
be ser

RIGHT RE

charged b

jump
cable
If the Battery Is Low

nt an accidental short circuit, turn the ignition switch 

 the battery cover (page 172).
fully charged 12-volt battery, connect the positive (+) side 
mper cable to the charged battery, and connect the 
(+) side on the other end of the jumper cable to the 
(+) terminal of vehicle battery.
t the negative (-) side of the jumper cable to the charged 
 and connect the negative (-) side on the other end of the 
cable to the upper muffler cover.
rting the engine, remove the negative (-) sides of the 

cable from the vehicle and the battery. Then remove the 
(+) sides of the jumper cable from the vehicle battery and 
ged battery.
e battery cover.
t let the positive (+) side of the jumper cable touch on the 
ive (-) terminal.
umper cable is connected to the battery with the polarity 
ed, the battery can explode or the electrical system will 
iously damaged.

AR
er 

vehicle battery
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If a Co

The brake l
damaged a
trailside rep
tools and su

• If any co
reduced
driving b
speed.

• If you da
your Ho
damage
doubt, i
mponent Fails

ines, control cables, and other components can be 
s you drive in dense brush or over rocky terrain. Making a 
air depends on how serious the damage is and what 
pplies you have with you.

mponent in the brake system is damaged, you may have 
 or limited stopping power. If you decide to continue 
ack to your base, do so cautiously and at a very low 

mage the accelerator cable or other critical component, 
nda SXS may be unsafe to drive. Carefully assess the 
 and make any repairs that you can. But if there is any 
t’s best to be conservative and safe.
 Care of the Unexpected



If

If the driver
vehicle spee
the seat be
Also the sea

Make sure 
If the probl
 the Vehicle Speed Does Not
Exceed 15 mph (24 km/h)

's side seat belt is not latched properly, the maximum 
d will be limited to no more than 15 mph (24 km/h) by 

lt speed limiting system (page 45).
t belt indicator and speedometer digits blink.

that the driver's side seat belt is latched properly.
em persists, see your dealer.
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 contains dimensions, capacities, and other technical 
formation on government requirements and how to 

ur Honda SXS.
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Vehicle Identification

The VIN, engine serial number, and key number may be required 
when ordering replacement parts. You may record these numbers in 
the Quick Reference section at the rear of this manual.

The VIN is stamped on the left side of the frame, located under the 
cargo carrier.

The engine number is stamped on the upper side of the rear 
crankcase.

Serial Numbers

VIN

LEFT SIDE LEFT SIDE

engine number
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Vehicle Identification

The color label is attached to the right front side of the frame.

The color code is helpful when ordering replacement parts. You may 
record the color and code in the Quick Reference section at the rear 
of this manual.
Remove the front hood (page 105).

Color Label & Code

UNDER FRONT HOOD

color label
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Specif

Dimensi
overall le
overall w
overall h
wheelba
ground c
curb wei

Fuel & Lu
fuel 
recomm
fuel tank
engine o
capacity

engine o
recomm
ications

ons
ngth 102.6 in (2,605 mm)
idth 50.0 in (1,270 mm)
eight 71.3 in (1,812 mm)
se 73.0 in (1,855 mm)
learance 8.5 in (215 mm)
ght A, II A

1,021 lb (463 kg)
CM, II CM
1,023 lb (464 kg)
AC, II AC
1,025 lb (465 kg)

bricants

endation
unleaded gasoline, pump octane 
number of 86 or higher

 capacity 4.07 US gal (15.4 ℓ)
il after disassembly:

3.5 US qt (3.3 ℓ)
after draining:
3.1 US qt (2.9 ℓ)
after draining & oil filter change:
3.2 US qt (3.0 ℓ)

il 
endation

API Service Classification SG or 
higher except oils labeled as energy 
conserving or resource conserving 
on the circular API service label, SAE 
10W-30, JASO T 903 standard MA, 
Pro Honda GN4 4-stroke oil (USA & 
Canada) or Honda 4-stroke oil, or an 
ical Information

equivalent



Fuel & Lu
cooling s
recomm

cooling s
capacity

Capacitie
passenge
capacity
maximum
capacity

Engine S
displacem
bore & s
compres
spark plu
(standar
spark plu
valve cle
(cold)
idle spee
Specifications

bricants (cont’d)
ystem 

endation
Pro Honda HP Coolant (USA & 
Canada) or an equivalent high 
quality ethylene glycol antifreeze 
containing corrosion protection 
inhibitors specifically recommended 
for use in aluminum engines

ystem 2.5 US qt (2.4 ℓ)

s
r operator and one passenger

 weight 880 lb (399 kg) 
operator, passenger, all cargo and 
accessories

pecifications
ent 29.0 cu-in (475 cm3)

troke 3.62 × 2.81 in (92.0 × 71.5 mm)
sion ratio 9.5 : 1
g 

d)
BKR5E-11 (NGK) or 
K16PR-U11 (DENSO)

g gap 0.039 – 0.043 in (1.00 – 1.10 mm)
arance intake: 0.006 in (0.15 mm)

exhaust: 0.009 in (0.23 mm)
d 1,400 ± 100 rpm 

(NO ADJUSTMENT)
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Specif

Power T
primary 
seconda
final red

transmis

final driv

Chassis &
caster
trail
tire size

tire pres
ications

ransmission
reduction 2.103
ry reduction 1.818
uction front 4.077

rear 4.077
sion ratio 1st 3.615

2nd 2.388
3rd 1.608
4th 1.178
5th 0.875
reverse 3.716

e shaft

 Suspension
5°
1.0 in (26 mm)
front: 24X8.00-12 NHS

MAXXIS M977H
rear: 24X10.00-12 NHS

MAXXIS M978H
sure front: 10 psi (70 kPa)

rear: 10 psi (70 kPa)
ical Information



Electrica
battery

generato

Lights
headligh
brake/ta
neutral i
reverse i
high coo
tempera
indicato
PGM-FI 
malfunc
indicato
(MIL)
parking 
indicato
seat belt
If there i
this serv

Fuses
main
circuit
Specifications

l
A, II A, AC, II AC
YTX14-BS 12V-12 Ah (10HR)
CM, II CM
GYZ16H 12V-16 Ah (10HR)

r 0.481 kW/5,000 rpm

t 12 V 37.5 W x 2
il light LED
ndicator LED
ndicator LED
lant 
ture 
r

LED

tion 
r lamp 

LED

brake 
r

LED

 indicator LED
s a LED which is not turned on, see your dealer for 
ice.

40 A
30 A, 15 A x 4, 10 A x 2
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Specif

Torque S
right sea
cover
engine o
plug
engine o
cover bo
front fin
oil drain
front fin
filler cap
rear fina
drain plu
rear fina
filler cap
wheel nu
ications

pecification
t bottom 5.9 lbf·ft (8 N·m, 0.8 kgf·m)

il drain 18 lbf·ft (25 N·m, 2.5 kgf·m)

il filter 
lts

9 lbf·ft (12 N·m, 1.2 kgf·m)

al gear 
 plug

9 lbf·ft (12 N·m, 1.2 kgf·m)

al gear oil 9 lbf·ft (12 N·m, 1.2 kgf·m)

l gear oil 
g

9 lbf·ft (12 N·m, 1.2 kgf·m)

l gear oil 9 lbf·ft (12 N·m, 1.2 kgf·m)

ts 98 lbf·ft (133 N·m, 13.6 kgf·m)
ical Information



Help assure
paying extr
day or 15 m

During this 
Break-in Guidelines

 your Honda SXS’s future reliability and performance by 
a attention to how you drive during the first operating 
iles (25 km).

period, avoid full-throttle starts and rapid acceleration.
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Emission Control Systems

Exhaust Emission Requirements
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the California Air 
Resources Board (CARB), and Environment and Climate Change 
Canada (ECCC) require that your Honda off-road utility vehicle 
comply with applicable emissions standards during its useful life, 
when operated and maintained according to the instructions 
provided.

The Vehicle Emission Control Information Label is attached on the 
left side of the frame, located under the cargo carrier.

LEFT SIDE

vehicle emission control information label

vehicle emission control information label 
(Canada model only) 



Source of 
The combus
nitrogen (NO
oxides of nit
they react to
Carbon mon

Honda Mot
monoxide, 

Exhaust Em
The exhaus
three-way c
No adjustm
inspection o
The exhaus
emission co

Evaporativ
(USA - 50 S
An evapora
charcoal to
off. The vap
is running o

Models sold
An add-on 
evaporative
requiremen

Crankcase
The engine
discharging
returned to
Emission Control Systems

Exhaust Emissions
tion process produces carbon monoxide (CO), oxides of 
x) and hydrocarbons (HC). Control of hydrocarbons and 

rogen is very important because, under certain conditions, 
 form photochemical smog when subjected to sunlight. 
oxide does not react in the same way, but it is toxic.

or Co., Ltd. utilizes various systems to reduce carbon 
oxides of nitrogen and hydrocarbons.

ission Control System
t emission control system includes an oxygen sensor, a 
atalytic converter and a PGM-FI system.
ent to this system should be made although periodic 
f the components is recommended.

t emission control system is separate from the crankcase 
ntrol system.

e Emission Control System 
tates [meets California])

tive emissions control system uses a canister filled with 
 adsorb fuel vapor from the fuel tank while the engine is 
or is drawn into the engine and burned while the engine 
r driving.

 in and used in California:
or modified part must be compliant with applicable ARB 
 emission control standards. A violation of this 
t is punishable by civil and/or criminal punishment.
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 Emission Control System
 is equipped with a closed crankcase system to prevent 
 crankcase emissions into the atmosphere. Blow-by gas is 
 the combustion chamber through the air cleaner.
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Emiss

Problems T
Emissions
If you are a
inspected a

Symptoms:
1. Hard sta
2. Rough i
3. Misfiring
4. After-bu
5. Poor pe

Federal reg
element of 
performanc
exclusively i
sanctioned 
emission co

If you loan,
utility vehic
inform the 
used for co
ion Control Systems

hat May Affect Off-road Utility Vehicle Exhaust 

ware of any of the following symptoms, have the vehicle 
nd repaired by your off-road utility vehicle dealer.

rting or stalling after starting
dle
 or backfiring during acceleration
rning (backfiring)

rformance (driveability) and poor fuel economy

ulations prohibit removing or disabling a device or 
design that may affect your engine’s emission 
e unless your Honda off-road utility vehicle will be used 
n competition. If you modify your engine for use in 
competition events, you must deface or destroy the 
ntrol information label.

 sell, or give your competition modified Honda off-road 
le to someone else, according to applicable law, you must 
new owner/operator in writing that the vehicle is to be 
mpetition only.
ical Information



Noise Emis
TAMPERING
State laws p
following a
inoperative
repair or re
incorporate
prior to its s
use; or (2) t
design has 

AMONG TH
THE FOLLO
• Remova

any othe
• Remova
• Lack of 
• Removin

replacin
compon

Fuel Perme
This vehicle
regulations
California A
Climate Ch
The fuel tan
vehicle inco
Tampering 
to reduce o
technologie
Emission Control Systems

sion Control System
 WITH THE NOISE CONTROL SYSTEM IS PROHIBITED:
rohibit, or Canadian provincial laws may prohibit, the 

cts or the causing thereof: (1) The removal or rendering 
 by any person, other than for purposes of maintenance, 
placement, of any device or element of design 
d into any new vehicle for the purpose of noise control 
ale or delivery to the ultimate purchaser or while it is in 
he use of the vehicle after such device or element of 
been removed or rendered inoperative by any person.

OSE ACTS PRESUMED TO CONSTITUTE TAMPERING ARE 
WING ACTS:
l of, or puncturing the muffler, baffles, header pipes or 
r component which conducts exhaust gases.

l of, or puncturing of any part of the intake system.
proper maintenance.
g or disabling any emissions compliance component, or 

g any compliance component with a non-compliant 
ent.

ation Emission Control System
 complies with the Fuel Permeation Emission Control 
 of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the 
ir Resources Board (CARB), and Environment and 
ange Canada (ECCC).
k, fuel hoses, and fuel vapor charge hoses used on this 
rporate fuel permeation control technologies.
with the fuel tank, fuel hoses, or fuel vapor charge hoses 
r defeat the effectiveness of the fuel permeation 
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Oxyge

Some conve
ether comp
oxygenated
United Stat
emissions.
If you use a
minimum o
Before usin
Some state
pump.

The followi
non-road ve

ETHANOL (
You may us
Gasoline co
“Gasohol”.
Do not use 
The use of 
E85) of eth
may cause 
damage me
not be cove
nated Fuels

ntional gasolines are being blended with alcohol or an 
ound. These gasolines are collectively referred to as 
 fuels. To meet clean air standards, some areas of the 
es and Canada use oxygenated fuels to help reduce 

n oxygenated fuel, be sure it is unleaded and meets the 
ctane rating requirement.
g an oxygenated fuel, try to confirm the fuel’s contents.
s/provinces require this information to be posted on the 

ng are the EPA-approved percentages of oxygenates for 
hicles:

ethyl or grain alcohol) up to 10% by volume.
e gasoline containing up to 10% ethanol by volume. 
ntaining ethanol may be marketed under the name 

gasoline containing more than 10% ethanol by volume. 
gasoline containing a higher percentage (e.g. E15, E20, 
anol has not been approved for use in this vehicle and 
starting and/or performance problems and can also 
tal, rubber, and plastic parts of the fuel system and are 
red by the Distributor’s Limited Warranty.
ical Information



METHANOL
You may us
methanol b
corrosion in
more than 
performanc
plastic parts

If you notic
service stati

Fuel system
of an oxyge
oxygenates

Oxygenated
spill fuel wh

NOTICE
Oxygenated
spilled fuel 
Oxygenated Fuels

 (methyl or wood alcohol) up to 5% by volume.
e gasoline containing methanol containing up to 5% 
y volume as long as it also contains cosolvents and 
hibitors to protect the fuel system. Gasoline containing 
5% methanol by volume may cause starting and/or 
e problems. It may also damage metal, rubber, and 
 of your fuel system.

e any undesirable operating symptoms, try another 
on or switch to another brand of gasoline.

 damage or performance problems resulting from the use 
nated fuel containing more than the percentages of 
 mentioned above are not covered under warranty.

 fuels can damage paint and plastic. Be careful not to 
en filling the fuel tank. Wipe up any spills immediately.

 fuels can damage paint and plastic. Damage caused by 
is not covered by warranty.
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Cataly

This SXS is 
catalytic co
promoting 
affecting th

The catalyti
must be an

The catalyti
chemical re
materials th
dry leaves, 

A defective
impair your
your SXS’s 

• Always 
gasoline
catalytic

• Keep th
engine c
damage

• If your e
running
Have yo
tic Converter

equipped with a three way catalytic converter. The 
nverter contains precious metals that serve as catalysts, 
chemical reactions to convert the exhaust gasses without 
e metals.

c converter acts on HC, CO, and NOx. A replacement unit 
 original Honda part or its equivalent.

c converter must operate at a high temperature for the 
actions to take place. It can set fire to any combustible 
at come near it. Park your SXS away from high grasses, 
or other flammables.

 catalytic converter contributes to air pollution, and can 
 engine’s performance. Follow these guidelines to protect 
catalytic converter.

use unleaded gasoline. Even a small amount of leaded 
 can contaminate the catalyst metals, making the 
 converter ineffective.
e engine in good running condition. A poorly running 
an cause the catalytic converter to overheat causing 
 to the converter or the SXS.
ngine is misfiring, backfiring, stalling, or otherwise not 
 properly, stop driving and turn off the engine.
ur SXS serviced as soon as possible.
ical Information
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 contains information on your warranty and how to get 
onda service manual.

 Manuals ................................................................. 232
overage .................................................................. 233
ervice ...................................................................... 234
 Honda .................................................................... 235
 Dealer ................................................................... 236
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Autho

The Service
your Honda
to order au

Also availab
Common S
basic servic
scooters, A

(USA only)
The Winter
and Service
scooter, AT

These Hond
but most m
if they have
Special Hon

Ord

Publica
61HL504

61CSM00
S9507

31HL564
rized Manuals

 Manual used by your authorized dealer is available from 
 dealer or Helm, Inc. (USA only, Canada: See your dealer 
thorized manuals.)

le but not necessary to service your model is the Honda 
ervice Manual which explains theory of operation and 
e information for various systems on Honda motorcycles, 
TVs, SXSs and PWCs.

 Storage Guide in conjunction with the Owner's Manual 
 Manual can help you prepare your Honda motorcycle, 
V, and SXS for winter storage.

a manuals are written for the professional technician, 
echanically capable owners should find them easy to use 
 the proper tools and observe proper safety standards. 
da tools are necessary for some procedures.

Order On-Line: www.helminc.com

tion Item No. Description
2019 SXS500M PIONEER 
Service Manual
Common Service Manual
(USA only) Winter Storage 
Guide

0 2019 SXS500M PIONEER 
Owner’s Manual
mer Information

er Toll Free: 1-888-CYCLE93 (1-888-292-5393)
(NOTE: For Credit Card Orders Only)

Monday - Friday 8:00 AM - 6:00 PM EST



Your new H
• Honda S
• Emission

There are re
these warra
your Honda
Honda own

Canada: Ple
at www.ho

It is importa
material or 
does not ap
the Honda 

Your warra
your own m
and service
occur due d

Almost all o
Honda Prot
dealer.
Warranty Coverage

onda is covered by these warranties:
XS Limited Warranty
 Control System Warranty

sponsibilities, restrictions, and exclusions which apply to 
nties. Please read the Warranties Booklet given to you by 
 dealer at the time of purchase. Be sure to keep your 
er’s card with your Warranties Booklet.

ase refer to the Warranty Booklet posted on our website 
nda.ca.

nt to realize that your warranty applies to defects in 
workmanship of your Honda. Your warranty coverage 
ply to normal wear or deterioration associated with using 
SXS.

nty coverage will not be voided if you choose to perform 
aintenance. However, you should have the proper tools 

 information and be mechanically qualified. Failures that 
irectly to improper maintenance are not covered.

f your warranty coverage can be extended through the 
ection Plan (USA only). For more information, see your 
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Warra

Please reme
is not includ
warranty do
tires, etc.).

If you believ
service dep
inspection a
SXS, you w
give you the
warranty, y

If you have 
repair, it is 

Sometimes,
misundersta
dealer’s han
problem wi
manageme
the Service 
the Owner 
nty Service

mber that recommended maintenance interval servicing 
ed in your warranty coverage. Additionally, your 
es not apply to the normal wear of items (such as brakes, 

e you have a problem with your Honda SXS, call the 
artment of your dealer. Make an appointment for an 
nd diagnosis. Remember, as the owner of the Honda 

ill be asked to authorize that inspection. Your dealer will 
 results of the inspection. If the problem is covered under 

our dealer will perform the warranty repairs for you.

questions about warranty coverage or the nature of the 
best to talk to the Service Manager of your dealer.

 in spite of the best intentions of all concerned, a 
nding may occur. If you aren’t satisfied with your 
dling of the situation, we suggest you discuss your 

th the appropriate member of the dealership’s 
nt team. If the problem has already been reviewed with 
Manager, Parts Manager, Sales Manager, etc., contact 
of the dealership or their designated representative.
mer Information
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you might a
owner’s ma
doesn’t hav

If you have 
remember t
operated. T
differences 

If you wish 
with your d
address:
Motorcycle
2200, Torra
(866) 784-1

Canada: Ho
Boulevard, 
facsimile: (8
E-mail: hon

Please inclu
• name, a
• product
• date of 
• dealer n

We will like
your comm
Contacting Honda

r’s manual was written to cover most of the questions 
sk about your Honda. Any questions not answered in the 
nual can be answered by your dealer. If your dealer 
e the answer right away, they will get it for you.

a difference of opinion with your dealer, please 
hat each dealership is independently owned and 
hat’s why it’s important to work to resolve any 
at the dealership level.

to comment on your experiences with your Honda or 
ealer, please send your comments to the following 

 Division, American Honda Motor Co., Inc., P.O. Box 
nce, CA 90509-2200, mailstop: 100-4C-7B, telephone: 
870.

nda Canada Inc., Customer Relations Dept, 180 Honda 
Markham, Ontario L6C 0H9, telephone: (888) 946-6329, 
77) 939-0909.
da_cr@ch.honda.com

de the following information in your letter:
ddress, and telephone number
 model, year, and VIN
purchase
ame and address

ly ask your dealer to respond, or possibly acknowledge 
ents directly.
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Your H

Once you p
organizatio
services ava

The service 
unexpected
from Honda
inspections

The parts d
products, H
Accessories
(Canada on
found in Ho
comparable
the parts de

The sales de
almost all o

Your Honda
driving even
source of in
area.

We’re sure 
continues t
dependabil
onda Dealer

urchase your new Honda, get familiar with the 
n of your Honda dealer so you can utilize the full range of 
ilable.

department is there to perform regular maintenance and 
 repairs. It has the latest available service information 
. The service department will also handle warranty 

 and repairs.

epartment offers Honda Genuine Parts, Pro Honda 
onda Genuine Accessories, and Honda Signature 
 (USA only), and Honda accessories and products 
ly). The same quality that went into your Honda can be 
nda Genuine replacement parts. You’ll also find 
 quality in the accessories and products available from 
partment.

partment offers the Honda Protection Plan to extend 
f your warranty coverage (USA only).

 dealer can inform you about competition and other 
ts in your area. You'll also find that your dealer is a 
formation about safety training available in your local 

you’ll be as pleased with the service your Honda dealer 
o provide after the sale as you are with the quality and 
ity of your Honda.
mer Information
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Quick
Quick ReferenceThe followi
need to kno
important n

The engine
repair. Prop
fluids and f

Frequent ca
• Engine o
• Air clean

(poor se
Record imp

How To A
 Reference

ng is a brief, but important collection of information you 
w about your Honda. You’ll also find space to record 
otes.

 of your Honda can be the most expensive component to 
er maintenance, especially the use of the recommended 
ilters, prevents premature wear and damage.

uses of costly repairs are:
il — insufficient quantity, improper oil.
er — dirty, leaking because of improper installation 
al).
ortant information on the following page:

void Costly Repairs
ence
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 Mgr.
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Quick

Schedule
Maintena
Pre-drive 
Inspectio

Fuel/Capa

Engine O
Capacity

Maximum
Weight C
 Reference

d 
nce

Initial: 100 miles (150 km)
Regular: every 600 miles (1,000 km)

n
Each time before you drive (page 58): 
tires, fuel level, oil level, underbody, air 
cleaner housing drain tube, coolant, 
brake fluid, driveshafts, suspension, 
exhaust system, wheels, lights, controls, 
seat belts.

city Unleaded gasoline, pump octane number 
86 or higher
4.07 US gal (15.4 ℓ)

il/ API Service Classification SG or higher 
except oils labeled as energy conserving 
or resource conserving on the circular API 
service label, 
SAE 10W-30, JASO T 903 standard MA, 
Pro Honda GN4 4-stroke oil (USA & 
Canada) or Honda 4-stroke oil, or an 
equivalent
engine oil

after disassembly:
3.5 US qt (3.3 ℓ)
after draining:
3.1 US qt (2.9 ℓ)
after draining & oil filter change:
3.2 US qt (3.0 ℓ)

 
apacity

880 lb (399 kg) operator, passenger, all 
cargo and accessories
ence



Tires

Tire Press

Spark Plu

Coolant

Fuses
Quick Reference

Front: 24X8.00-12 NHS
MAXXIS M977H

Rear: 24X10.00-12 NHS
MAXXIS M978H

ure (cold) Front: 10 psi (70 kPa)
Rear: 10 psi (70 kPa)

gs standard:
BKR5E-11 (NGK) or 
K16PR-U11 (DENSO)

Ethylene glycol antifreeze (silicate-free) 
for aluminum engines in 50/50 solution 
with Pro Honda HP Coolant or an 
equivalent distilled water
main: 40 A
circuit: 30 A, 15 A x 4, 10 A x 2
Quick Reference
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Quick

These symb

SYMBOL
p

q

w

t

y

R

 Reference

ols are used in Driver Controls section:

COMPONENT SEE PAGE
START — ignition switch 32

ON — ignition switch 32
OFF — ignition switch 32

OFF — headlight switch 33
ON — headlight switch 33
Up — right shift paddle 35

Down — left shift paddle 35
reverse lever 38
ence
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O
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ca
le
Ca
de
To
br
en
yo
an
fr
ve
w
ve
ornia Proposition 65 Warning
NING 3WARNING
perating, servicing and maintaining 
passenger vehicle or off-highway 
otor vehicle can expose you to 
emicals including engine exhaust, 
rbon monoxide, phthalates, and 
ad, which are known to the State of 
lifornia to cause cancer and birth 
fects or other reproductive harm. 
 minimize exposure, avoid 
eathing exhaust, do not idle the 
gine except as necessary, service 
ur vehicle in a well-ventilated area 
d wear gloves or wash your hands 

equently when servicing your 
hicle. For more information go to 
ww.P65Warnings.ca.gov/passenger-
hicle.
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